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In Luce Tua
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors
Reflections of a Convention-Goer
A large part of the last summer coverW EingSPENT
conventions - four of them altogether, two
political and two denominational. It is in the nature
of conventions that they tend to whip up a certain
amount of egoistic froth. There is the ritualistic pointing with pride to what "our party" or "our district"
or " our Synodical Conference" has accomplished. (In
the case of denominational conventions the ritual requires that the words, "by God's grace," be inserted
somewhere along the line in the pointing with pride.)
And there is the ritualistic viewing with alarm when the
delegates' attention is called to the policies and practices
of the opposition.
But beneath all the froth, we noted, or thought we
noted, a tone more in keeping with the troubled st<'.tc
of the world and of the church. No one word completely
captures this tone, although "humility" comes close to
it. The day of the cocksure partisan is as dead as the
Middle Ages. We have seen more clearly than perhaps

awakened to the fact that organizations are means rather
than ends and that organizations themselves-whether
religious or secular-can save their lives only by running
the risk of losing them. Even more obvious is the fact
that we have had our fill of the father-image; the older
leadership which still holds any real power, and the
younger leadership which is com ing to power, is anything but fatherly. It is brisk, hard-working, efficient,
contemptuous of oratory, pragmatic rather than doctrinaire in its approach to problems - and yet aware
that truth is a harcl thing to come by, that there is
seldom one simple answer to any question, and that
the game of leadership is worth the candle only if it
serves some serious purpose under the eyes of God and/
or history. It is on this last point, perhaps, that the
best leadership of the past and the most promising
of the new leaders find common ground. And the
reins of power are being passed not, as had been ex·
pected, to sleek, smiling, all-things-to-all-men operators
but to men of competence and conviction and purpose.

any past generation man's apparently limitless capacity

The Cand id at e s

for evil and we have been brought up suddenly, with
a kind of sickening shock, to the realization that we
have all contributed our part to the tragedies which
now threaten to engulf us. It would be hard, under the
circumstances, to be anything but humble.
But along with humility we thought we detected :>.
new note of resolve. At all four of the conventions
that we attended there was an almost palpable sense
of urgency, a disposition to meet hard questions head
on. Three of the conventions we attended were faced
with issues involving the question of human rights. All
three met the issue squarely, even though time-honored
procedures were available for covering up inaction
under a cloak of high-sounding phrases.
Maybe we have been taking too many vitamins, but
we feel more hopeful about the future now than we
have felt in many years. We see some signs that the
organization man - ecclesiastical and secular - has

A considerable body of mythology has grown up
around the office of the Presidency of the United
States, and one of the effects of this mythology is to
make it seem unlikely that any flesh-and-blood contemporary is big enough to fill the office which was
once held by the "giants" of the past. Senator Kennedy,
it is alleged, is too boyish - too much the sharp young
politician and too little the mature statesman. VicePresident Nixon is still widely suspected of deviousness
and opportunism. It seems hard to picture either of
them sitting where Washington and Jefferson and
Jackson and Lincoln and the Roosevelts once sat.
This might be a good time to recall what some of
our presidents looked like to their own contemporaries.
The classic example, of course, is Lincoln, as unlikely
a candidate as any major party ever presented for the
presidency. But there are others, too. James A. Garfield, one of our best loved presidents, was best known
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at the time of his election as the man who had helped
engineer the fast shuffle which robbed Tilden of the
presidency and gave it to Hayes. Chester Alan· Arthur,
whose most important act as president was to establish
a working civil service, got the vice-presidential nomination as a concession to the corrupt New York Republican machine. Theodore Roosevelt was considered
such an irresponsible nuisance by party leaders that he
was shunted into the vice-presidency in the hope that
it would kill him politically. Franklin Roosevelt was
nominated by politicians who liked his conservative
views on fiscal policies and who expected him . to make
an amiable but weak president.
The lesson in all this is that no man looks presidential until he becomes president. Nor can a man's
success as president be predicted with any degree of
certainty on the basis of his past record. The first
dark-horse candidate, James K. Polk, was perhaps the
most successful president in our history, if success be
interpreted in terms of effective control of national
policy. William Howard Taft, on the other hand, went
into office with a distinguished record of success in
high office and went out four years later with a presidential record of almost complete frustration. Herbert
Hoover was unquestionably the ablest administrator
and one of the greatest humanitarians of his day. But
history remembers him as a weak president. Warren
Harding looked like he had been specifically designed
for the presidency but he was, of all presidents, least
fitted for the office.
We do not see in either Mr. Kennedy or Mr. Nixon
a new Joshua who will lead us out of the wilderness into
the Promised Land. But we do not think that the
prayers for "the President and Congress of the United
States," which are offered daily and weekly in the
thousands of churches in our country, go unheeded and

unanswered. A candidate may be nothing more than
the most successful politician in his party, but the President of the United States is a man whom the Church
continually beseeches God to behold with favor and
to replenish with His grace so that he may always incline to His will and walk in His way. The dangers
and alarms which the United States has survived
through almost two centuries under the administrations
of thirty-three presidents who were men of like passions
as we are should serve to remind us that these prayers
are effectual.

The Issues
Both parties gave more attention to the platform thi~
year than has been the case in the past. This may be
because, with the nominations already settled, there was
little else for the conventions to talk about. But inasmuch as both parties are coalitions of widely divergent
interests, it seems fair to say that there are greater differences within the parties than there are between them.
As a matter of fact, the wording of the two platforms
4

is so similar that one might say of them, as Joseph said
of Pharaoh's two dreams: "The dream is one."
For the real issues, one must look beyond the written
platforms to the traditional approaches of the two par·
ties to our national problems. In general, the Demo·
crats have conceived of government as an active participant in the economic and social life of the country
while the Republicans, at least in theory, have conceived
of government as a referee setting and enforcing rules
for the game but not itself participating in it. This
generalization is, however, subject to numerous exDemocrats of the Byrd-Eastland-Lausche
ceptions.
school are philosophically Republicans. Republicans
of the Rockefeller-Javits-Case school are not too far
from the Democratic position.
With the decline of Congressional power and the rise
o[ executive influence in government, it is probablY
naive to take party platforms too seriously except insofar as they represent the views of the presidential candidates. The real issues, therefore, are not to be found
in the platforms but in the views of the candidates a~
they will be expressed in the campaign. We do not
except any sharp differences to be developed between •
Senator Kennedy and Vice-President Nixon as the
campaign gathers steam. We do not think either of
these two young pragmatists is going to bind himself
in advance to any rigid course of action on any major
problem. Nor do we think that either man is easily
classifiable, on the basis of his past record, as either a
liberal or a conservative.
In the absence of significant concrete differences
between the candidates, it will become very easy for
extraneous issues to become the determining ones. Like
it or not, ~he religious issue will be in the picture, as
will be Mr. Nixon's campaign tactics of a decade ago.
We do not think that either of these issues is of any
great pertinence to the present campaign.
For ourselves, we expect to take a bng time making
up our mind which way we shall vote. We shall want
to hear what the candidates have to say and we shall
want to find out, as well as we can, which candidate
seems to have the more effective control over his party.
We trust either Mr. Nixon or Mr. Kennedy to make
wise decisions. We want to know which of the two
can most effectively carry his party with him once the
decisions have been made. In other words, we want
to know which is the better politician. For Mr. Eisenhower to the contrary notwithstanding, our country
is not a constitutional monarchy. It is a democratic
republic in which the chief of state is also the key
figure in the decision-making progress. When we have
decided whether Mr. Nixon or Mr. Kennedy is the better politician, we shall also have decided which way to
cast our vote.

Dark and Bloody Ground
There was something almost fugal in NBC's coverage
of the conventions. From the subject, played on brass
THE CRESSET

and woodwinds at the political conventions, we switched
to the counter-subject, played on oboe and percussion
at the United Nations. It was as though some mad
genius had attempted to combine "Yankee Doodle"
and the "Dies Jrae" in one great tribute to the twentiethcentury Zeitgeist.
Man has long been fascinated by the possibilities o[
a time machine which would allow him to play back,
as it were, the history of his own nation or culture.
Western man has the opportunity, now, to see something like a time machine in action in Africa. The
moment is, perhaps, the period immediately following
the retreat of Roman power in northern Europe. The
thin veneer of an ali~ culture is breaking up, artificial boundary lines drawn by distant conquerors are
crumbling under the pressures of tribal realities, new
nations are lurching toward the old proconsular capitals to be born.
It is not a pretty sight to see, but then history is not
a pretty thing to contemplate. We who carry the genes
of Saxons and Jutes, Vikings and Celts, Slavs and Magyars are hardly in a position to look down our noses a t
what is going on in Africa. There are episodes in our
histories that have not yet been repeated in all their
fury in Africa - the Thirty Years War, the War of the
Roses, the French Revolution - and for centuries
Christian Europe (what was left of it) prayed daily
the litany collect: "From the fury of the Norseman,
good Lord, deliver us."
The remembrance of our own mismanaged youth
should certainly check the all-too-human temptation
to explain the present troubles in Africa on racial
grounds. If the African pillager and rapinist looks
sub-human, if the exotically-dressed rulers of some of
the new states look like characters out of a particularly
bad minstrel show one need only look back a few
centuries into the history of his own people. Better
still, one need only look at a contemporary mob of his
own people in action. Man is man, and nothing human
is alien to any one of us.
But we can do more than confess our common humanity with the African. We can stand by with sympathy, with encouragement, with patience, and with
whatever help the African may need as he passes through
this time of troubles. In the United Nations we have
an instrument which. has already demonstrated its
ability to act swiftly and constructively when rhe pangs
of birth bring on convulsions. And throughout Africa,
except perhaps for the Congo, there is native leadership
which needs only acceptance and support to work out
the problems of the new nations. The time machine
may have taken us back, in Africa, to one of the most
distressful periods in our history. But it lies within
our power to alter the sequel to that period.

Last Rites and Wrongs
We warmly endorse a statement issued recently by
pastors of three Lutheran church bodies in the Albany,
SEI'THIBER,
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New York, area deploring the "increasing secularization
of funerals and, as a result, an un-Christian understanding of death." We have reached middle age, which may
be defined as the stage of life at which one attends as
many funerals as weddings, and we wonder whether we
will ever get used to the blasphemous rituals by which
even Christian dust is returned to the dust. Some
things we know we shall never be able to stomach: the
tremol organ playing mood music, the ordeal to which
rhe survivors are subjected in the receiving line at the
funeral home, the atrocious doggerel which so many
Protestant parsons apparently consider appropriate for
"the occasion which calls us together"; the whole tone
of stubborn resistance to the fact of death - and with
it the hope of resurrection.
The Albany pastoral committee made some specific
recommendations which we think should be given
serious consideration, among them
I. It is not necessary for the family to sit with the
body or to receive visitors at the undertaker's parlors:
2. Christians do not show disrespect for the departed
by keeping funeral expenses at a minimum;
3. Any emphasis on display of the bodily remains
should be discouraged. The Christian funeral service'
emphasizes God's comforting word of hope and resurrection, not the physical remains.
4. The Order of Burial shall in no case be interrupted by the exercises of secular organizations.
To these we would add a few suggestions of our own:
J. It would be more in keeping with the Christian
understanding of death to bury the body in a simple
committal service attended only by the family and
close friends, and to follow this with a memorial service in the church;
2. This memorial service should be essentially a
service of thanksgiving for what God accomplished in
and through the deceased and an affirmation of hope
in the resurrection;
3. This service should be a congregational service not a private affair - and the congregation should participate in the hymns and the liturgy;
4. The hymns should be those appropriate to an occasion of solemn joy and thanksgiving - hymns such as
"Jesus Christ, My Sure Defense," "The Strife is O'er,"
"Ten Thousand Times Ten Thousand," or "For All the
Saints";
5. The comforting doctrine of justification by faith
should not be obscured by any extended recital of the
alleged good works of the deceased.

The Synodical Conference
It is probably appropriate to follow up an editorial
on funerals with an editorial on the Synodical Conference. Humanly speaking, the Conference seems to
be dead, even though another attempt will be made to
revive it next Spring. The meeting last month in Milwaukee was one which we shall not soon forget. Over
all the sessions hung a pall of sorrow. And in the sor-
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row, it seemed to us, most of the bitterness of the past
was dissolved.
The Synodical Conference is not, of course, the Body
of Christ. It may very well be that it has not been a par·
ticularly effective church organization. But it was a
bond of fellowship among Christian people and de ·
nominations and, particularly in certain sections of our
country, the bond had a great deal of meaning. Any
final break in the Conference will mean the dividing
of families and the weakening of attachments which
many people have come to value over the years.
It must seem almost incomprehensible to an outsider
that men of good will would permit the break-up of a
potentially useful organization over apparently minor
points of difference which could be ignored if they
could not be resolved. But to the tortured hearts and
minds which have been wrestling with these differences
over so many years, the diflerences are not minor for
they involve an understanding of, and a testimony to,
the Truth. The controversy is among men who believe
that Truth can not be compromised - a belief which
must arouse little sympathy in an age when most men
doubt that final truth can even be known, much less
asserted with sufficient clarity to win general assent.
There are, of course, other incidental factors involved. Churchmen, too, are human, and the sheer
numbers of the Missouri Synod tend to antagonize the
\Visconsin Synod. There are those in the Wisconsin
and Norwegian Synods who feel that the Missourians
have gone uppity on them, preferring the company of
other, allegedly more sophisticated Lutherans. There
are Missourians who consider the Norwegians and the
\Visconsinites a bunch of rubes whose pecu.liar doctrinal
emphasis would vanish if they ever came in contact
with twentieth-century America.
(Nobody dislikes 0r
distrusts the Slovaks.) But the great mass of the clergy
and the laity in all of the synods, it seems to us, are
disinclined to engage in such ad hominem arguments.
They simply want to find some way out of the impasse
which has cotne about in the present controversy, and
they are distressed that the harder they look for it the
less likely it seems that they will find it.
Basically, the weakness of the Synodical Conference
has always been that it denied the very unity that it
asserted. l ts members, claiming to be one in doctrine
and practice, refused to take the step which this unity
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demanded - organic union in one body. . The Conference structure was and, if it survives, always will
be a fertile ground for all kinds of friction, major and
minor. If, as we devoutly hope, the apparently impossible situation can still be saved, we hope that the
Synodical Conference will die an honorable death in
the act of giving birth to a church truly united not only
in doctrine and in practice but also in name and organization. We do not question the ability of the Holy Spirit
to bring this to pass. \tVe must wait to see whether it
is His will.

Fifteen Years of Grace
\tVhat with the conventions and the troubles in Cuba
and the Congo, the fifteenth anniversary of the first
atomic bomb explosion went largely unmarked this
summer. ln an age of affluence, no one likes to be
reminded of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and it appears
that more and more of us are comforting ourselves
with the false hope that the very destructive potential
of the new weapons is the best assurance that they will
never be used. A contrary opinion was offered by the
American Federation of Scientists in a statement issued
on the anniversary of the first atomic explosion:
"lt appears unlikely that the world will avoid a nuclear holocaust if another fifteen years pass without
arms control agreements . . . Our country is unquestionably in favor of disarmament in principle. But
we seem to fear specific steps because we do not know
what risk or gain each such step may imply ... It seems
at least probable that the Soviet leaders now share our
belief in the value and importance to both nations as well as to the rest of the world - of achieving some
arms limitation. If this is true our failure to do all
that can be done toward seeking such agreements may
be a tragic failure indeed."
The individual citizen can not, of course, draw up
treaties, much less negotiate them. But he can help to
create an atmosphere in which responsible spokesmen
for our country can move toward the resolution of international tensions without being accused of appeasement. Fifteen years is not a very long time, and a
nuclear holocaust is a pretty final thing. Perhaps this
is not the time to ask whether a man can stand up to
the Russians so much as a time to ask whether he can
sit down with the Russians.
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AD LIB.
The King and AI
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A L F R E D
1~eople
or

DO THEY come from, all of those
W HERE
who line the parade route when a celebnty

foreign visitor pays a visit to a large city? You must
have seen newspaper photographs of people jammed
along the curbs to greet some visitor. How can all of
these people be available on a non-holiday? Last month
in Washington, D.C., I had an opportunity to find out
how such a crowd is gathered.
The King and Queen of Thailand were to visit Washington and spend four days as the official guests of
President Eisenhower. The first step in getting out the
crowd for th~ welcoming was the nailing of large posters, complete with pictures of the King and Queen, on
every lamp post along the parade route. These posters said that the parade would pass this point at 12:3!1
on Tuesday. Advance publicity in the newspapers and
on the radio was thorough and everyone knew at least
the time and place of the parade.
Another secret to getting a crowd is scheduling the
event during the noon hour, when hundreds of thousands of people, in this case, civil service employees,
are on the street, going to or coming from lunch. If
you happen be out anyway, you will stop for a few
minutes and watch a visiting dignitary drive by. A
high percentage of the persons I saw along the parade
route that day came from government olfices nearby.
But Washington also has a great number of tourists
around in the summer time, ami I'm sure every tourist
in the city was watching the arrival of the King and
Queen. An advantage to having government employees
line the route, however, is that they are dressed normally. Almost all of the tourists were in shorts, and a
foreign visitor, viewing block after block of families
dressed in shorts ( with kids in Confederate hats, a fast
seller in the souvenir shops this year), would get the impression that this was the official garment for all Americans.
To watch the parade, I stood in front of the Old
State Department building, which is next to the White
House and directly across the street from Blair House,
the official residence for the President's guests. I was
completely surrounded by a group of natives from
Thailand, who, I presume, were either attached to the
local embassy or were working or studying in Washington. You may have noticed that most Asiatics appear
younger than they are. This is particularly true of those
SEPTEMBER,
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coming from southeast Asia. They are also, on the
average, much shorter than most Americans. None of
those standing around me seemed to be older than
twenty years of age, though they must have been much
older since some had several children with them, and
the tallest in the group came no higher than my shoulder. I was wearing a Navy uniform, and anyone glancing our way must have had the impression that I was
some sort of Scout leader taking his troop of boys to
see the King.
As far as I could see down Pennsylvania Avenue, the
parade route was lined by thousands of people. At intervals of about ten feet, on both sides of the street,
soldiers stood at attention. Then came the parade. A
flying wedge of motorcycle police led the way and were
followed by a troop of park police on horseback. The
parade was official, for no parade is complete in my
estimation unless it contains horses.
One of the Marine Corps bands followed the park
police and was in turn followed by a company of men
from each of the services. First was a company of
Marines, then came Army, then Navy, and finally, the
Air Force. The men of the Air Force, who are not accustomed to doing much marching anyway, were about
a block and a half from the band and could barely hear
the beat of the drums. As a result, they resembled a
group of young men out for a leisurely hike.
Following the military was an open limousine with
Ike in the middle of the back seat flanked by the King
and Queen. King Bhumibol, a grandson of the monarch
in The King and I, was handsome in an Admiral's uniform loaded with ribbons, and Queen Sirikit, in a pink
dress from Paris, looked particularly young and charming. When the limousine pulled up in front of Blair
House the three alighted and moved to the steps for
official photographs.
While photographs were being taken across the way,
the Thailanders surrounding me set up a clamor, presumably of greeting to the King and Queen. But then
Ike and the royal couple went inside and the parade
and the welcoming were officially over. The crowd
dispersed rapidly, most to go into government buildings
where they worked.
At least I had found out where parade watchers come
from in Washington. Now I'm still curious as to all
those people who attend weekday afternoon ballgames.
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Health Insurance for the Aged:
The Need and the Dilemma
BY

T

PAUL SINCLAIR

HERE ARE NOW some sixteen million citizens of
the United States sixty-five years of age or older.
Most of these sixteen million are living on pensions
which, in almost every case, provide them with incomes
drastically smaller than they en joyed during their active
years. Unfortunately, the costs of living do not decrease as dramatically as does income at the age of
sixty-five. Indeed certain costs tend to increase with
the advancing years, among them the costs of medicines
and medical care.
Whether for humanitarian or political reasons, the
health problems of our older citizens have, in recent
months, become a matter of interest to politicians of
both parties. At the present writing Congress has be·
fore it for consideration four government health insurance proposals, popularly known as the Eisenhower
Bill, the Javits Bill, the McNamara Bill, and the Forand
Bill. The editors of The CTesset have asked me to at·
tempt an analysis of the problem which gave rise to
these legislative proposals and to appraise, as objectively
as possible, the merits and demerits of the Forand Bill,
which has come to be considered a kind of prototype
of this kind of legislation.
The Eisenhower and Javits bills are similar in that
both contemplate the establishment of a voluntary insurance program, premiums for which would be paid
by the person insured, the federal government, and the
state government. Under these bills it would be neces~ary to set up a new government agency and to build
up a fund capable of taking care of its policyholders.
The Forand and McNamara bills, on the other hand,
call for a compulsory insurance program, benefits of
which would be paid out of Social Security funds.
Benefits under the Eisenhower Bill would be available
to about 2.5 million people. The cost would be $24.00
a year from each policy holder, plus the first 250 dollars
of his year's medical bill, plus 20 per cent of all costs
over 250 dollars or four hundred dollars. (The four
hundred dollar figure is the amount that would have
to be paid if a couple should require medical care.)
This, of course, would be far too expensive for the average person over sixty-five, living on retirement pay.
Benefits under the Javits Bill would be available to
all sixteen million people over sixty-five, and to some
people with husbands or wives under sixty-five. The
cost would be graduated. No contribution would be
required from those with under a five hundred dollar
annual income. Fifty cents a month would be assessed
from those with incomes between five hundred and
8

one thousand dollars. Premiums would grow larger
with increasing incomes. It would take quite some time
to establish a reserve large enough to pay for the health
needs of these people.
Benefits under the Forand Bill would be available
to any one under the Social Security plan, or about 16.~
million people.
The Forand Bill was sponsored by Rep. Aime J. Forand (D) of Rhode Island. This bill would amend the
Social Security Act to provide surgical expenses and pay
hospital and nursing-home care for persons eligible
for retirement benefits. Mr. Forand is the second-ranking Democrat on the House Ways and Means Committee, which has jurisdiction over his bill.
The Forand Bill, which by comparison with other
proposals so far advanced seems to be the best answer
to the old age health problem, will be discussed here
in greater detail.
The Forand Bill would take care of anyone eligible
for Social Security retirement benefits, providing for up
to sixty days hospitalization yearly and costs of surgery.
It would take care of nursing home care after hospitali·
zation, with payment for a total of one hundred clays
confinement in a hospital and nursing home in any
one year. All customary hospital and nursing home
services would be covered. Before a person could receive nursing home care, however, he would have to
be transferred there from a hospital for further treatment of the same illness. Care would not be authorized in a mental or tuberculosis hospital. The insured
would be required to go to a hospital, nursing home,
or doctor under contract to the federal government.
Only in emergencies could the patient choose a surgeon not participating in the plan .

Costs Under the Forand Bill
How much would it cost for such a plan?
The social security tax would be raised one-fourth of
one percent for employees and employers, and threeeighths of one per cent for self-employed persons under
Social Security.
According to the Health, Education, and Welfare
Department, which administers the Social Security program, if such an extension of benefits were to be author·
ized, the cost would exceed one billion dollars for the
first year. Insurance companies, however, place the
first-year estimate at twice that figure and assert that
the cost would increase.
Estimates based on the sixteen million persons who
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are eligible for Social Security run in the neighborhood
of two billion dollars for the first and second years.
The number of these people will in crease, so therefore
the cost will also rise.
According to an American M edical Association
pamphlet, in the years ahead these taxes are scheduled
to reach about nine per cent of the payroll , up to fortyeight hundred dollars, or, in another sense, 432 dollars
divided equally between each worker and his employer.
HEW Secretary Fleming estimates that the cost ot
the benefits that this bill proposes would be roughl y
fifty-three hundredths per cent of the national . payroll , or roughly l.l billion dollars per year.
Ours is roughly a 450 billion dollar economy in
terms of our gross national product. This estimate of
Secretary Fleming, 1.1 billion dollars, is less than onequarter of one per cent of our gross national product.
Can the United States afford it?
The gross national product is going to increase at
an accelerated rate. Can the United States afford to
commit one-quarter of one per cent of its gross na ·
tiona! product to help meet this basi c need ? This
doesn't seem like so much when it is recogni1.ed that
the failure to maintain full employment and full production has cost considerably more. Between the

years 1953 and 1958, the national economy grew at the
rate of 1.3 per cent. Reliable economists have said,
and the Rockefeller Committee report agrees, that we
need a 5 per cent growth annually.
In terms of dollars, th e difference between the I.:,
per cent and the 5 per cent is 212 billion dollars, a substantial loss in the gross national product. This would
be about 4200 dollars additional income per family.
\!\Then the cost of this bill is compared with these
economic potentials, in terms of our actual gross national product, it can be seen how insignificant it is.
What is the cost under private health companies?
According to testimony given by Walter P. Reuther,
president of the United Auto Workers, "about four
out of fiYe U .A.vV. retirees have tried to hang on to
their hospital coverage. To do so. however, the average
retiree has to spend about six dollars a month if he is
single, and about fifteen dollars and fi[ty cents a
month if he is married. On the average, this means
that .elderly couples have to spend about one-fourth
of their negotiated pensions for health insurance. For
some, the amount spent for health insurance is more
than half the pension . When retirees, living under
limited income, have to allocate this kind of money
for health insurance, it hurts."

COVERAGE: GROUP lVfAJOR MEDICAL EXPENSE INSURANCE,
1952-19.55, CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES, ALL LJFE, ACCIDENT
AND HEALTH, AND CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANIES

No. of Master
Poli cies*

GROUP COVERAGE
Number Covered a t End of Year
Total

Employees

1952
420
532,000
:!89,000
1953
650
1,042,000
514,000
1954
1,190
1,889,000
796,000
1955 Total 2,770
4,755,000
2,235 ,000
Su pplemen•ti ng
Basic Pl'ans 2,170
3,925,000
1,909,0 Cl0
Without Basic
Pl·ans
600
830,000
326,080
*Covering Employees
Source : Life Insurance Association of America

INDIVIDUAL COVERAGE
Premzums
No. Covered

Dependents

During Yr.

243,000
528,000
1,093,00
2,520,000

$ 3,200,000
9,100,000
18,400,000
38,800,000

2,016,000

30,700,000

504,000

8.100,000

End of Yr .

156,000
176,000
306,000
482,000

INCIDENCE OF TOTAL HEALTH SERVICE EXPENDITURES AND O.F
CLAIMS UNDER GROUP MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
Per C ent of Persons With
T otal Cost Exceeding
Amount of Deductible
Shawn
$ 50 Dedu ctible . . . . . . ... . . . ... 32
100 Dedu ctible .. . . ........... 18
300 Deductible
4
500 D edu ctibl e
2
$100 Corridor Ded uctihlc
Libera l Basic Coverage . . . . . . . .
Narrow Basic Coverage . . . . . . . .

Per Cent of Insured Persons
Incurring Claim in a Year
Under Group Major
Medical Coverage
12-17

Source : Thaler A.M. Group M a jor-M ed i ca!~ Expense Insuran ce.
1 : 4 29, 195 2, mod ified on basis of some claim experience.
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8-ll

4- 6
2- 3
2- 3
4- 6
Trans. Soc. Actuaries
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DURATION OF BENEFITS- ELFUN PLAN- DISABILITY YEARS 1949-1955
DIS~BILITY

Payment
Year

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

1949
$ 27,657
17,293
8,018
6,085
4,466
3,148
2,147
942*

Total Paid
To Datet $ 69,756
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6.th
7th

1950
$ 19,987
21,127
6,696
4,358
2,304
1,989
203*

$ 56,664
$ 43,105
36,031
17,201
19,646
9,909
4,614
1,801 *

1951

YEARS
1952

EIMPLOYEE
$ 56,222 $ 65,909
46,960
47,279
12,051
8,971
4,659
4,945
311 *
6,628
1,503*

$128,023 $127 ,415
DEPENDENT
$ 50,272 $ 58,543
41,508
38,893
8,878
25,559
10,449
10,264
5,484
505*
355*

$133,627 $117,083
Total Paid to Datet
$132,307
* Three Months
t As of May I, 1956
Source: Liberty Murual Insurance Company

1953

1954

1955

$ 62,849
36,549
17,07 5
1,250*

$ 67,393
57,447
4,087*

$ 83,675
7,673"

$117,723

$128,927

$ 91,348

$ 67,815
54,051
21,368
2,066*

$ 67,057
80.407
2,943*

$ 96,030
5,342*

$145 ,300

$150,407

$101,372

DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR MEDICAL CLAIMS BY AMOUNT
TWO EXPERIENCES

Amount of Claim

Corridor D eductible
Elfun Plan
Averaging $150
$300 Deductible
Pe;r Cent Distribution of Claims Paid By :
No.

Amount

Less than $50
$ 50- 99
100- 199
200- 299
300- 499
500- 599
1,000-1 ,999
2,000 and over

21.7
18.3
25.6
10.8
9.9
7.7
4.3
1.7

2. 1
4.9
13.0
9.5
12.9
18.3
20.5
18.8

Arguments Against the Bill
What are some of the arguments against the Foran<l
Bill? The Forand Bill has been criticized as an extension of the already long arm of the Federal govern·
ment and its opponents contend that it will add a sizeable item to the federal budget.
Some say it would graft a health care program onto
the present principle of cash payments to retired or
disabled persons and their dependents and survivors.
The United States Chamber of Commerce opposes
this kind of health program because "their adoption
would lower the high standards of medical care in the
United States." The American Medical Association is
another strong opponent of the Bill, characterizing it
as "an attempt to solve a complicated health problem
by political means rather than through established
medical resources." It predicts that the measures would
eventually destroy private health insurance and the
10

No.

6.8
10.3
17.8
13.0
18.0
17 .2
9.8
6.9

Amount

0.3
1.2
4.1
5.0
11.1
18.6
21.5
38.2

Blue Cross-Blue Shield plans. "Ultimately America
would have nationalized hospitals and medical care
for everyone, and the aged, for the most part, do not
need short stays in general hospitals. Instead, they
require less costly and improved chronic illness and
nursing home facilities and better home care." They
add that the medical needs of old people are primarily nonsurgical. They say that the Forand Bill
may lead to socialized medicine. "The Forand Bill
will not help our indigent older citizens because most
of these people are not covered by the Social Security
system. Hence, they would receive no assistan~ under
the Forand measure."

Arguments for the Bill
Who favors the Forand Bill and what are their arguments?
There seem to be two kinds of people who favor
governmental medicine. The first are the social planTHE CRESSET

ners who think that the average American can't take
care of himself. The second group says there are serious
things wrong with our present medical care system.
This second line of reasoning seems to be the more
persuasive. It does seem to the average citizen that the
prices of medicine and medical care are a bit out of
line.
The amount of money spent on minor illnesses today
has almost doubled in the past decade. People pay the
price for their modern diagnoses and modern medicines.
The same thing exists with major illnesses. The prices
are very high, but then again the advances have . been
great in the field of medicine. The new medicines, the
recently developed techniques, the specializing
all
are pushing the prices higher.
A family must have a budget that is set up to m clude medical expenses. All of these advantages of
modern medicine are available, but, again, the prices
are high.
Along with this modern medicine follows a longer
life span for people. With a longer life span there
results an increase in population. With this increase
in population, there will be more people over sixty-five
years of age.
When Congress considered disability benefits under
Social Security, the A.M.A. had Dr. F. J. L. Blasingame
testify for organized medicine. H e said, "Social insurance is the common European system, while public
assistance is the traditional American approach."
Is there anyone who really believes that our Social
Security system is unAmerican? Is it unAmerican to
have workers contribute along with employers to a
system of social insurance which spreads the cost of the
insecurity of old age over their working lifetimes? Of
course, if Social Security is socialism, then this would
be socialized medicine. But it has nothing to do with
government ownership and operation of industry.
Now the A.M.A. says that the Forand Bill will destroy
the present Blue Cross-Blue Shield plan, but in 1940
when Blue Cross-Blue Shield made its first appearance,
the A.M.A. said that it was unwilling to travel the road
to socialism and refused to cooperate with this plan.
Ultimately it was thankful that Blue Cross-Blue Shield
was developed.
Doctors seem to have profited from the fact that the
workers have earmarked a portion of their wages as
social wages. This has helped to develop a greater
economic allocation to the cost of hospital and medical care than would have been possible if these costs
were paid for on an individual basis. This has led
some doctors to assume that the insurance has increased the workers' ability to pay, and so automatically
the prices have gone up.
In a volume entitled The Crisis in Hospital Finance,
Michael Davis and Rufus Rorem wrote: "If American
hospitals are to be financed by patients' payments in
the future, even as much as they were in 1929, these
payments must be made more assured and more stable.
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The life of voluntary hosp itals is theatened because of
the instability and unevenness of this major source of
incon1e."
A great gap exsits today between the advanced state
of medical science and the kind of medica l care received
by the bulk of working people. This gap exists not
only in medicine. Probably for the first time in the
history of man, there are also the tools with which to
conquer poverty and hunger and disease and ignorance
and man's other ancient enemies.
Reuther said, "It is very difficult for me to see how
the doctor-patient relationship is in any way impaired
by the adoption of a modern plan for transferring
money from the patient's pocket to that of the doctor."

Private Health Insurance Plans
What have private health insurance companies done
about this problem? Less than twenty years ago voluntary health insurance was a whole new concept of
paying bills. At present, almost 120 million people
out of 180 million are covered by some form of hospital,
medical, or other insurance. What about the remaining
sixty million people, and just exactly what is this
"other insurance"?
Insurance companies say that they can take care of
the health needs of the people over sixty-five years of
age. Even though the number of people sixty-five
years of age is growing, they say the number of people
over sixty-five with insurance protection is growing
even faster.
In an H.E.W. report, it is pointed out that between
1952 and 1956 the portion of our population sixtyfive years of age grew by 13 percent. The number of
people of this age group covered by health insurance
climbed 56 percent during these same years. But by
I 97 5, it is predicted, there will be twenty-one million
people over sixty-five.
Travis I. Wallace, president of the Health Insurance
Association, said in a meeting of the association that
"if health care is priced out of the reach of too many
people, then government will, and must, step in."
An example has been cited of the progress in policies
that the insurance companies have been able to come
up with. There is a policy which pays 80 per cent of
additional hospital expenses up to one thousand dollars,
after the first one hundred dollars, and surgical benefits up to $225.00 dollars. The yearly premium is one
hundred dollars, no physical examination is required,
and the policy cannot be canceled because of claims
against it. After six months, the policy covers health
conditions which existed before it was issued .
But most people on a retirement plan cannot afford
to pay a one hundred dollar insurance premium
plus the first one hundred dollars of the hospital bill.
For them, this kind of policy doesn't seem to be the
answer. True, more than 40 per cent of the people
over sixty-five years of age and older have some form
of health insurance. But this is just another way of
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saying that almost 60 per cent of the people over sixtyfive do not have a private health insurance plan.
The Health Insurance Association of America estimates that by the year 1975 more than 90 per cent of
older persons needing and wanting protection will be
covered by private health plans. The private health
insurance companies are worried that, if the Forand
Bill were passed, it would undermine voluntary health
insurance and gradually replace it, because few people
will be willing or able to carry both government and
private plans.

Arguments Against Private Plans
What are some of the arguments against private health
insurance plans? Labor unions have been working hard
in private insurance. These same labor unions seem
to recognize the limitations of a private insurance approach to the problem of health insurance for people
over sixty-five. Walter Reuther made this comment,
speaking for the unions who have had contact with
private health insurance, "We do not believe that you
can try to put the heavy cost of this basic need upon
the retired worker at the point where his needs are
the greatest and his income has been drastically reduced. This is exactly why we think a private insurance
approach won't work."
In 1957, a tally was taken of insurance companies
showing the highest age at which they could issue individual policies. In this report it was revealed that 90
per cent ordinarily do not sell insurance to persons
past a stated age. Almost half of these insurance companies still will not write such policies for ·applicants over
sixty-five; others of them adhere to limits of fifty-five
and sixty.
Within these age-limit provisions, coverage was effectively denied for people who were in need of protection by the requirement of proof of insurability,
which means that the applicant had to undergo a
medical examination to establish his present good
health and to determine his previous medical history.
If somehow he passed these requirements, then maybe
he could purchase a policy. The premiums of this
policy would be high, and if he became ill he could be
weeded out as a bad risk by the refusal of the company
to renew his policy, or by outright cancellation.
If the voluntary approach were adequate without
the help of the government, there would be many more
people over sixty-five with private health insurance
policies. The Health Information Foundation survey says that "only 38.6 per cent of the age group over
sixty-five years of age are covered by voluntary health
insurance."
No one knows what kind of insurance policies these
people are holding. There are all kinds of insurance
policies. Therefore, this 38.6 per cent does not tell the
whole story. About 16 per cent of this total 38.6 per
cent, going to the hospital, had none of their cost cov·
ered.
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The President's Commission on the Health Needs of
the Nation, which was composed of prominent physicians and other people from all walks of life, came up
with this conclusion: "It is clear that the solution to
the problem for health services to the aging does not
lie in currently available private insurance programs
with premiums paid by the aged. Nor does it lie in any
reasonably anticipated increase in cash benefits under
old-age assistance or old-age and survivors insurance.
Rather, the situation requires a new approach."
Many people say that the private health plans will
prove to be too expensive for the retired citizen who is
of the high-risk, high-cost group.
A person wants to know why, after paying a large
enough premium, he still will have to lay out a substantial amount of money to the doctors when he has
an operation, and why the insurance so often fails him
in a serious illness.
Labor unions are for the Forand Bill because they,
more than any other organization, have the opportunity
to come into contact with the retirees who need this
retirement benefit. They charge that "proposals advanced by organized medicine and the commercial insurance industry are grossly inadequate and unfair to
older people." The A.F.L.-C.l.O. Executive Council
has said, "High cost of medical services should no longer
be permitted to bar older people and widows from required health care."
At the present time it takes $15.50 a month to remain covered by Blue Cross-Blue Shield. It is difficult
to see how a retired person, drawing social security,
about $120.00 a month, could pay such premiums and
still have enough for other expenses.
At the present time there are eighteen million people
covered by private pension systems to supplement their
Social Security benefits. But, and this is a big one,
only one out of seven currently drawing Social Security
has a private pension plan to supplement his present
Social Security benefits.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
reports point out that "three out of five people sixtyfive years and over have less than a thousand dollars
income per year." It does not take elaborate scientific
calculations to demonstrate that these people are in
great need and that the private health insurance industry isn't doing much - and probably can't do much to help them.
The access of older people to hospitals is strongly influenced by whether or not they have the proper hospitalization insurance. The O.A.S.I. study for 1957
shows that for every one hundred with insurance, fourteen were hospitalized; among the uninsured fewer
than nine were hospitalized. The uninsured often wait
with their illnesses until they can no longer put off
treatment. When they are finally admitted, they stay
longer and are more seriously ill.
The Minnesota Commission on Aging found that
"only with respect to hospitals do the majority - eighty
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per cent- of the counties in that state consider the present facilities adequate for older persons." The results
showed that in fifty-five per cent of the counties, the
licensed nursing home were adequate for the care of
older persons; in seventy-six per cent of the countries,
low-rent housing was rated as inadequate.

Canadian and English Experience
What docs Canada have? Seven of the ten Canadian
provinces have a governmental hospitalization program.
Under this program, surgeons' fees are not included.
but costs of hospitalization for an unlimited period
and hospital services are paid by the government.
It has been estimated that the costs of this program
will exceed three billion dollars during the next five
years. It may be interesting to note that the Canadian
national budget has never risen above 5.4 billion dollars in any one year.
England on the other hand, has a more complete
program. This program has been roundly berated by
certain groups in our country as socialized medicine.
But since we are talking of different programs, why
not study one that is already in effect under real conditions?
The total gross cost of the British National Health
Service in 1948-1949 was 278 million pounds. Since
then the total cost has increased by three hundred ami
forty-five per cent.
"On July 5, 1948, the National Health Service Act
of 1946 went into effect in England, Scotland and Wales.
This act promise~! free medical, hospital, and dental
care, free drugs and other appliances. It covered inpatient services, as well as supplementary services, such
as midwifery, maternity and child welfare, health visiting, home nursing, domestic help when needed on
health grounds, vaccination and immunization against
diseases, additional special care and after-care in cases
of illness, ambulance service, blood transfusion, and
laborawry service, and a host of other things." (lnte;
national Labour Revieu.t, July, 1960.)
At first the National Health Services were part of a
15ocial Security scheme. This scheme called for weekly
contributions of over one dollar per person and more
from the person's employer.
The Minister of Health has control of the N.H.S.,
which is divided into three sections: I. hospital services,
2. public health, and 3. medical practice services.
Under N.H.S. all but a few of the hospitals in Britain
are nationalized, operated by the government. Most
of the physicians are government employees; 95 per
cent of the doctors' incomes are from the government.
To earn a living, the doctor must see over one hundred
patients a day; this will bring him about four thousand
'-'ollars a year.
A writer for the London Daily Express wrote in an
article in early 1958: "Of course, no one wants to see
the Health Service done away with. Yet we are all conSl'PTEM BER,
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cerned to make sure that we get the best value for the
enormous spending on it."
Today the average Englishman pays about $1.32 a
week; a woman $1.13; and employers $1.08, and ninety
cents for men and women respectively. The rest of
the money comes from taxes that average about $140.00
per year for each British citizen.
The N.H.S. in England has won acceptance of a principle never before recognized and has taken on a
character much different than people assumed it would.
About 80 per cent of the program is handled by taxes,
8 per cent by compulsory insurance contributions, and
the balance by various sources.
"Although private medical aid is available, 95 per
cent of the nation are registered users of the public
services. The type of service offered has not strayed
from the personal family-doctor type. This situation
was nurtured by insuring the right of the patient to
choose and change his doctor." ("The Bill That Could
Change America," an A.M.A. pamphlet.)
In a letter that I received recently, the following
comment was enclosed: "If I may, however, I would
like to point out that the question of so-called 'Socialized
Medicine' is really not revelant to this issue. The
truth is that the term 'Socialized Medicine' has been
so abused that it has almost lost all meaning, if, indeed,
it ever has had a generally accepted definition. To me,
it has always meant the practice of medicine by physicians in the employ of the government, but no one is
proposing that the federal government employ doctors
to provide medical care for the aged. It is true that
the proposal provides for payment to doctors from the
Social Security Trust Fund, but this no more puts the
doctor under the control of government than anyone
else who is reimbursed by government for his services.
Say, for instance, a private contractor who erects a governmental building." That would seem to dispose of
the "Socialized Medicine" bugaboo.
It is hard, if not impossible, for a person over sixtyfive to receive private health insurance coverage because of several reasons, one being the fact that on a
pension income it is hard to pay these high rates. An·
other reason that cannot be overlooked is the simple fact
that prudent insurance companies would not cover such
people, who are regarded as "bad risks." What good is
private insurance if the majority of people over sixtyfive cannot afford it?
This is a serious problem we are facing and we need
to go about solving it with a minimum of emotionalism
and partisanship. Few of us, I presume, would wish
to see government intrude into an area which private
business is competent to handle. The question - and
on this question there are very deep and very honest
differences of opinion - is whether our private insurance companies are able to handle the problem of
adequate medical care for the aged and, if not, how
it is to be handled.
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The Theatre

The Summing Up
Bv VI/ ALTER SoRELL
Drama Editor

THE GENERAL tenor of all critical approach to the
past season has pointed to it as one of the worst in
a long time. Certain months I succumbed to the same
feeling. But was it really such a disastrous season on
Broadway? What gave this impression was, no doubt,
the haste with which shows opened and closed so that
it was often difficult to keep up with them. True, too,
a great many shows did not even reach Broadway and
fell victim to their own feebleness on their way
from New Haven to Boston.
Millions of dollars went down the drain, and many
hopes with the money. But as long as creative wil!
power and some talent were behind this defeat, the
hope will not be entirely gone, and we shall hear
again from the author who may have lost a battle but
not his courage. The money, however, is irretrievably
lost. And though I do not value it higher than necessary, I feel saddened by its loss because I cannot help
thinking of how many repertory theatres we could
have run with it for a whole season.
Then neither the playwright nor critic nor public is
at fault. It is the system - a system which can only
put on mediocre plays which will not insult the surburban mind nor add injury to the producer's box office. It
has become quite obvious that you either write for
the minority of the off-Broadway public which is willing to accept the new and daring, but, above all, honesty
in writing, or you pour so much water into your ink
and veins as to make your words and ideas pleasant
enough for the theatre parties.
The Broadway audience has crystallized as a new
force in the last decade or so. It consists mainly of pro·
fessional suburbanites with the taste and moral codes
of the affluent who can afford twenty or twenty-five
dollars for an evening's entertainment and who like
a show, not a play. These mostly middle-aged and
older people, armed with a college degree and the pre{ense that they are all out for literature and the arts,
are physically saturated and mentally frozen; they do
not come to the theatre for any kind of substantial
nourishment. If message there must be - then it must
be sugar-coated and served up with enough sensual titillation and whipped-up excitement to be taken as a
kind of second dessert. In the final analysis, the public
gets the theatre it deserves.
It can never get out of its perverted stage of being
what it is: not art, but show business. It can never
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grow and lead because, by virtue of its forbidding
prices, it excludes the most vital group of any audience:
the youth. \Vithout its natural enthusiasm and fanatic
belief in the creative will and the demand for a
theatre that is of and for our time, it will remain the
cliche-ridden, fossilized theatre suffering from hit imitations and derivative drivel.
This season may have been more disastrous as to the
number of its failures than to the fare it offered. The
minority theatre off-Broadway has certainly had the
upper hand in stimulation and mental nourishment.
The downtown basement theatres helped us not only
to · discover new acting talents (such as the enchanting
Elisa Loti), but also the rarity of three talented playwrights: Edward Albee (a genuine theatre talent), Jack
Gelber (although I did not like his "The Connection,"
I admire his sincerity and great potentialities), and Jack
Richardson (who could easily turn out to be the most
promising of them all).
The Broadway theatre has moved ahead only Ingewise this season. It is beset and plagued by its economics, its desperate "hit" or "flop" policy. It exists with
the curse of the American success image. And this is
the theme of the greatest play of this season, Lillian
Hellman's "Toys in the Attic." It begins to unfold
story and character slowly, but works its way relentlessly toward its climax with dramaturgical perfection.
Technically, it is a masterpiece. In addition, it has a
great deal to say.
On the surface it seems to picture the relations of
three women to a man and to each other. Two sisters
have supported their brother and thrived on his failures
which kept him dependent on them. The vicariously
incestuous feelings of one sister come to the fore in the
final clash with the other sister. The man's wife ruins
him in her infantile inability to cope with life and its
realness.
Miss Hellman begins the play at the point when the
man comes home as a great success. He has finally made
it. How he made the money with the help of a married woman with whom he had an affair once leads to
the tragic turn of events and his ruin. Although the
emotional relationship of these people is probed and
penetratingly pictured, the message of the play lies in
the realization that only success or total failure count
in a success-minded society, no matter how cheap the
road to success may be.
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From the Chapel

This is the life
Bv THE REv. THOMAS CoATES
Head of the Depa,·tment of Religion
Concordia Senior College
If we live in the Spirit, ·let us also walk in the Spirit. Let us
not be desirous of vain glory, provoking one another, envying:me another. Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, yewhich are spiritual, restore such an one in the spirit of meekness, considering thyself, lest thou also be tempteod. Bear ye
one another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ. For if a
man think himself to be something, when he is nothing, he deceiveth himself. But le<t every man prove his own work, and
th en he shall have rejoicing in himself alone, and not in another.
FOif every man shall bear his own burden. L et him that i~
taught in th e w :>rd communicate unto him that teacheth in aU
good things. De not deceived; God is not mocked; for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also r!'ap. For he that soweth
to his flesh shall of the fl esh reap corruption; but he that soweth
to the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everlasti ng. And IN us
not be wea ry in weU doing; for in due season we shall reap, ;r
we faint not. As we have therefore opportunity, let us do good
unto all me.n, especially unto them who are of the household
of faith.
Galatians 5:25 - 6: I 0

THE EPISTLE for the fifteenth Sunday after
I NTrinity,
which forms our text today, St. Paul offers
a remarkable summary of the Christian life - clear,
complete, compelling. No scholastic a bstractions here,
no pious platitudes, no theological shibboleths. No
glossing over the hard realities of the Christian life,
no dulling of the razor edge of ethical concern, no softpedaling of the call for total commitment to Christ a commitment not merely of creed, but deed. In fine,
in making this frank spiritual analysis, and in voicing
the blunt Scriptural imperative, St. Paul shows that
THIS JS THE LIFE
In the text St. Paul demonstrates three aspects of this
life:
I. The Christian life is one of friction
II. The Christian life is one of function
III. The Christian life is one of fruition

There is friction in the Christian life. Not just the
petty annoyances, the transient resentments that may
at times mar our relationships with others. It is rather
the basic conflict, the relentless struggle, the on-going
friction that we feel within ourselves - between flesh
and spirit, between the old Adam and the new man,
between grace and judgment.
This is the dualism of good and evil, the opposing
powers that contend for the mastery within the Christian heart. This is the paradox that makes the Christian
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at the same time saint and sinner. This is the wellnigh unbearable tension that causes the Christian to
echo the anguished cry of St. Paul: "The good that 1
would, I do not; and the evil that I would not, that I
do . . . 0 wretched man that I am, who shall deliver
ine from the body of this death?"
But this dualism is not that of the ancient Manichean
heresy, which spoke of an eternal conflict between
these two mutual antagonists, the good and the evil
- a conflict which would endure forever. On th e
contrary, the bitter tension within the Christian heart
will finally be resolved, just as St. Paul's plea of anguish gave way to his exulting cry, "Thanks be to God,
which giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus
Christ!"
Until that final consummation, though, the struggle
goes on. And so, the Christian, conscious always of
this inner friction between sin and righteousness, needs
ever to remind himself of the apostolic counsel, ''If
we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit."

II
The Christian life, according to our text, is also one
of function. The Christian must function in a twofold
way - negatively, by avoiding and suppressing the evil;
and positively, by cultivating and practising the good.
The text offers an array of examples of both functions.
Negatively, all of the melancholy list of vices which
we are to shun or to conquer really center in one object: the Ego. St. Paul lays his finger upon these vices:
vain glory, rancor, envy, self-righteousness, pride, selfconceit. This is what Luther describes as the curvatus
in se, man being "curved back upon himself." That is
to say, he deflects and diverts to himself the homage
and service that he should rightfully offer alone to
God.
And so the Christian task is clear: to say "no" to
the flesh, and to echo the poet's vow, "All the vain
things that charm me most, I sacrifice them to His
blood."
The Christian life, however, does not consist merely
in saying "no"; it also means saying "yes." We must
say "yes" to the positive functions of the new life in
the Spirit. And St. Paul, in the text, makes plain what
these are.
First, here is concern for the brother - concern both
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(or his sins and weaknesses and also for his needs and
burdens. "Brethren," writes the apostle, "if a man be
overtaken in a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such
an one in the spirit of meekness." Toleration of sin?
o! Concern for the sinner? Yes! It is not for us to
occupy the scorner's seat nor to hurl the cynic's ban.
Ours is the task of compassion, of charity, of restoration.
Why? The apostle indicates two reasons:
One,
because we are "spiritual." We are animated not by
the old spirit of Pharisaic self-righteousness, but by a
new spirit - the spirit of Christ, the spirit of meekness.
Two, because we also are vulnerable: " ... considering
thyself, lest thou also be tempted." How often, as we
see the victim of drink, or of lust, or of greed, must we
not say, "There, but for the grace of God, go I!" And
so we, who by God's providence have been spared, must
in the spirit of meekness restore the one who has fallen.
But more: Our concern must extend also to our
brother's personal needs.
"Bear ye one another's
burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ." John Donne
said it well, "No man is an island." But our Lord
said it better, "All ye are brethren." And as brethren.
as fellow-members of the Body of Christ, we cannot fail
to be aware of, and affected by, each other's weal and
woe. As St. Paul, in his classic description of the Body
of Christ, so aptly puts it: "That there should be no
schism in the body, but that the members should have
the same care for one another. And whether one
member suffer, all the members suffer with it."
This is not the meddling of a busybody. This is the
original - and divinely ordained - mutual aid program. This is "the law of Christ," i.e., the principle
of love, of concern, of helpfulness to the brother - th e
brother torn by grief, the brother sinking under a heavy
load, the brother unable to "go it alone."
And although our special responsibility, as members
of the same spiritual family, is to care for those "who
are of the household of faith," yet - as we have opportunity - the outreach of our love must extend "to all
men," without regard to color, race, or creed. For, by
such all-embracing and unwearied well-doing we shall
most truly "(u)(il the law of Christ."

The second positive function of the new life in the
Spirit is to assume personal responsibility for · our own
Christian life. "Let every man prove his own work,
and then shall he have rejoicing in himself alone, and
not in another. For every man shall bear his own
burden," writes the apostle in our text.
As Christians, we cannot be parasites; we cannot shirk
the inexorable demands of the Christian ethic; we cannot fulfil our role in life nor answer before God by
proxy. In Luther's trenchant words, "Every man must
do his own believing as he must do his own dying."
And this is the simple theological basis of the NcoOrthodox concept of "crises," - the "I" confronting
the "Thou" that is God. And upon the outcome of
this confrontation binges our eternal destiny. But tht.
Christian, who "walks in the Spirit," will face this prospect with hope and with joy.

Ill
For the Christian life, finally, is one of fruition.
St. Paul states it thus: "Whatsoever a man soweth,
that shall he also reap. For he that soweth to his
flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption; but he that
sowetb to the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting."
This is the divine economy in operation. It is the
principle of nature; it is the verdict of history; it is
the law of God. And so, the apostolic warning is quite
in order: "Be not deceived, God is not mocked." To
live according to the sinful flesh; to sow the wild oats
of immorality; to plant and cultivate the seeds of pride
and doubt and unbelief - this is to reap the inexorable, bitter harvest of corruption, misery, death.
But to "sow to the Spirit" brings a glad fruition indeed. This will be the harvest of life everlasting the unalloyed bliss of the redeemed, the unwearied
ministry of the saints, the undimmed vision of God.
"In due season we shall reap, if we faint not." God's
care is unfailing; His providence is sure; His harvest
time will come at last. By the grace of His sustaining
Spirit, the fruits of that blest harvest will be ours.
Amen

~obert charles brown
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VERSE

Letter from
Xanadu, Nebr.
- - - - By

G .

G.- - -

Dear Editor:
Well, I had a nice summer and I hope you had the
same. But don't tell me your troubles if you didn't
because I have enough of my own.
Actually, it's all our janitor's fault. It's supposed
to be part of his job to serve as our lay delegate to dis
trict conventions but Rev. Zeitgeist's old Ford wasn't in
shape for the drive all the way down to Seward and the
janitor's old Plymouth isn't much better, so he finagled
to get me elected, which meant he could make the trip
in an air-conditioned Caddie, which is what I drive.
Well, all the way down Zeitgeist is telling me how
they have nominated him for circuit counselor and
how he is awfully busy and anyway the job ought to go
to some older man and he sure hoped he wouldn't
be elected, so since I didn't have anything else much
to do I circulated among the delegates when we got
to the convention and I told them just what he had told
me. Maybe I said a few things besides just to strengthen the argument, anyway when the ballots were counted
Zeitgeist ran third out of three candidates.
Well, on the way back I could see that something
was eating him so I thought I would cheer him up by
telling him how I had handled things so he didn't get
elected counselor. And boy! did he go through the
roof! He said it was a fine thing when a congregation
is too selfish to see its pastor get a little recognition and
besides it was against the rules to electioneer at conventions and anyway what business was it of mine. So
then I lost my temper and we raked over all the arguments we have had in the last ten years, which is
plenty, and by the time we got home we were not on
what you would call the best of terms.
Looking back, I can see that what Zeitgeist was really
trying to say on the way down was that he wanted the
job but was afraid he wouldn't make it. So I guess J
probably did the wrong thing. But doggone it, my
heart was in the right place, and if there are any hurt
feelings it's just as much up to him to apologize as
it is for me. In fact, more so, because he is a preacher
and he is not supposed to carry grudges.
Regards,
G.G.

ONCE I SANG
Once I sang of wi llow trees
Moved so by their grace
And the loving way they turned
To the water's face
Then I sang of winter trees
In their barren clays
How they stood so unabashed
Stripped of green arrays.
Ami I took a golden text
On the wings of birds
Lifted chants in praise of flight
In full-sounding words.
Children's faces, bees and stars
And a thousand things
Tugged at me to put them in
Notes from my heart strings.
Once I tried to sing of God
But struck no worthy chords
For I am but a mortal lyre
And He is Lord of Lords!
-

FLORENCE V!NS0:\1 REFD

TEACHER
What happens when a mimi
Is born? That first time it sees that
Circumscribing circumstance
Is not the whole of life?
I think a new world

IS

Created then,
And flowers bloom
Where there were none
Before,
And skies are stretched
Beyond horizons
Which have vanished.
-
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The Fine Arts

Art and· Architecture
--------------- - - - - --8

y

A D A L B E R T

R A P H A E L

KRETZMANN

Art and architecture in the church ought always to make an
impact but the extreme, the eccentric, and the abnormal sometimes
are more shocking than striking. Emphasis on the positive, harmonious, elevating, and beautiful is also part of the church's burden. Worse than simply striving for affect is, of course, super·
ficiality and barrenness. In the arts, as it is speech, what you dn
ought to be done with simplicity and directness.
Sometimes this can be achieved in a remarkably successful way
by letting things have their own existence, which may vary by
day or night. Some of the restoration of great churches, after the
bombings of the \,Yorld Wars, give such examples in rich measure.
Originality and genius combine to make excellent, very ordinary
materials and situations. One of the outstanding examples oi
such an approach is the restoration of Saint Joseph's Church in
Cologne, achieved by Professor Dominikus Boehm in the year 1956.
The original church of Saint Joseph was built in 1902 in the socalled Neo-Gothic style of that time. By the end of World War
11, it was nothing but a ruin along with virtually all of its surrounding area. Rich simplicity marks every move that was made
for restoration. The west end, pictured here, had a Baptismal
Font set directly within the entry. Everything had been destroyed except the shape of the window immediately above it. This
was restored in a remarkable way with the symbols of Holy Baptism set in the new glass. The narthex wall, however, received
special treatment. It was filled in with a beautiful clear glass wall
so that striking effects were obtained both by day and night. The
lighting, which consists of completely unadorned bulbs and globes,
shows up most dramatically in star-like forms in evening services.
Attempts to achieve such results, which evoke understanding
and deep devotion, should never be simply written off or run
down as mere visual opportunism but should rather be studied
with the utmost care, not for imitation or mere copying but in
order to train the mind, the heart, and the eye to seeking out the
opportunity for a new visual splendor and a graphic play of light
and shadow. Notice the contrast between the picture above and
the picture below - where the light and shadow lies in one and
how it is completely reversed in the other. Yet, this is the same
church and the pictures were taken within only four hours of one
another.
When shall we achieve the quietness of heart and the sensitivity
of soul. which is not everlastingly critical but which, in the spirit
of true reverence, finds beauty as God gives it?
18
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The Music Room

The Machines are Gaining on Us
- - - --

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

ELECTRONICS HAVE been making their way into
almost every nook and cranny of our lives. In
more than one respect they have done much for music.
I am thinking primarily of the marvels achieved in
the fields of recording and transmission. But one
cannot deny that here and there electronics have done
much to music. I wonder whether the future will see
the to outweighing the for.
I have heard some wonderful electronic instruments.
Progress in this area is amazing. Someday, I suppose,
it will be possible to contrive an electronic device
capable of giving an exact duplication of the tone of
the finest violin on earth. But this, I suspect, could do
much more to violinists and violinism than it would
do for them. An electronically constructed and electronically played instrument of this kind could easily
out-Heifetz Heifetz in the matter of agility. Furthermore, it could lead to radical changes in the art of
composition; for it could do what the fingers and the
bow of a violinist would never be able to accomplish.
But would this be an unmixed blessing? I wonder.
Would it tend to eliminate from music some of its distinctively personal elements? The danger would be
great.
It is altogether possible that some of us will live
to see the day when there will be electronic orchestras
- orchestras capable of doing things no orchestra of our
time could ever hope to do. But would such a state
of affairs decrease the number of those who devote
much time and effort to learning to play the instruments that make up the symphony orchestra of today?
Perhaps. I must say again that the danger would be
great.
Electronic devices come into being as the result of
human ingenuity, but they cannot take the place of
human ingenuity. Deprive music of its distinctively
personal elements, and you will be divesting it of some
of its most important and fascinating constituents.
It may be possible one of these days for someone
to feed a few bars of music into a machine, press a button or two, and get a perfectly constructed figure. This,
believe me, is no wild dream. But who wants to live
on or live with such perfectly constructed figures? Bach's
fugues invariably contain elements that are unmistakably personal. Otherwise they would be totally
dry and, in the long run, altogether unbearable - no
matter how greatly one might admire the technical
skill they exemplify.
When used properly and sagaciously, electronics can
be a blessing for music. When used recklessly and
without vision, they can and will be a curse. Music
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composed electronically would, I am afraid, soon bore
one to disgust and distraction. But new instruments
and new tonal effects would be welcome - provided
that they did not do violence to genuine beauty
and did not lead to the elimination of the vital and
personal human elements in the tonal art.
I realize, however, that our present-day canons of
beauty can undergo radical changes. But music has
constantly undergone changes. The science of electronics can be used to present the music of a Bach, a
Mozart, a Beethoven, a Schubert, or a Wagner; but
machines, no matter how cleverly contrived, can never
bring into being music .even remotely comparable to
that composed by a Bach, a Mozart, a Beethoven, a
Schubert, or a Wagner.
Nowadays it is possible to translate from one language into another by means of the wonderful magic
of electronics. Such translations may have a utilitarian
aspect; but could any machine ever give electronic
birth to adequate or even bearable translations of the
works of a Moses, a Jeremiah, a Homer, a Plato, a
Goethe, or a Shakespeare? Not on your life!
What has led me to write this column? Paul Henry
Lange, one of most distinguished musicologists of our
time, has given me the inspiration. In a recent article
in the New York Hemld T1·ibune he wrote: "I wonder
what will happen to the musicians' union when, in the
coming electronic age, they will have to surrender to
the electrical workers' union, when soldering iron,
pliers, and insulating tape will make keyboard, bow,
and mouthpiece obsolete."
I think you were a bit facetious, Paul, when you unburdened yourself of this question. Nevertheless, your
words contain much food for thought.

So me Re cent Recordings
FRANZ PETER SCHUBERT. Die schoene Muellerin, Op. 25.
ROBERT SCHUMANN. Zehn Lieder. Ernst Haefliger, tenor,
with Jacqueline Bonneau at the piano. Stirringly sensitive lieder
singing by a great artist. Two discs. Deutsche Grammophon
Gesellschaft. - FRANZ LISZT. Concerto for Piano and Orchestra No. 1, in E Flat Major; Hungarian Fantasia, for Piano and
Orchestra; Mephisto Waltz. Jorge Bolet, pi'a no. The Symphony
of the Air, under Robert Irving, takes part in the performances
of the concerto and the fantasy. Cuban-born Mr. Bolet plays
these works in Song Without End, a film devoted to the life of
Franz Liszt. The pi·anism is electrifying, and the recording is
superb. Everest. - BELA BARTOK. Herzog Blaubarts Burg
(Bluebeard's Castle), Op. 11. An opera in one act presented by
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, ·baritone; Hertha Toepper, alto; and
the Radio -Sy.mphonie-Orchester Berlin under Ferenc Fricsay.
This fine work confirms my conviction that Bartok was one of
the greatest composers of recent times. Deutsche Grammophon
Gesellschaft.
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BOOKS OF THE MONTH
RELIGION
THE BIBLE WAS MY TREASURE MAP

By Paul
$5.00)

Ilton

(Julian

Messner,

Inc.,

SAMARIA, THE CAPITAL OF
THE KINGDOM OF ISRAEL

(Studies in Biblical Archaeology No. 7i
BABYLON AND THE O LD TESTAMENT

(Studies in Biblical Archaeology No. 8)
Both by Andre Parrot (Philosophi ca l Library, $2.75 each)
It's hard 'to find a fronti er these da ys.
Almost every square mile of th e face of th e
earth has been redu ced to maps. But before the co ntem·porary fronti ersma n opts
for outc.r space as the only place for adventure and discovery, let him look und er
·th e fa ce of this all-discovered earth. For
und erground w metim es only in ches as
a t Sardis, sometim::s t·wenty meters or more
as at Babylon th c.re still exists on this
plane t a largely unknawn but surely extensive ancient world th a t just might tell
us more about ourselves than th e man in
the moon could ever do.
Archaeology, and specifi ca lJ,· Middle\'astern a rchaeology (dubbed " Biblica l" for
obvious reasons ) , has blossomed in our
co untry to proportions a nd precis ion whi ch
some future generation will surely ca ll a
Althou-gh a rcha eology profits
renascence.
from the use of such tools as carbon-14
d a ting. instanta neo us comm uni cation, and
near-instantaneous travel, th e burgeo ning
natura l science of our ce ntury has for a
cha nge had little to do with this distin ctive
twenti eth century phenom enon , except perhaps negatively to co unterac t a technological thrust towa rd th e futur e with a hum a nistic drive back into the past. J ets ca n get
a n archaeologist on location more qui ck ly
than ever before, but wh en work beg ins,
it is th e spade and not th e underground
blast, the whisk-broom a nd not th e bulldozer that moves the mounta ins whi ch cover
lost civilizations.
Messrs. Ilton and Parrot represe nt the
two poles of Biblica l archaeology - on th e
one hand swashbuc-kling adventure and th e
treasure hunt, on the other the scholar
opera.ting with scientifi c precision, planning,
preparation, and (within limits) predi ctability.
Although in practi ce these poles
are neve r exclusive of one another, a
methodological and scientific intellectu a lism
does dominate Parrot's work (a nd for that
matter th e whole fi eld b y now ) , whil e I! ton
was perhaps the last of the unorthodox
free-lan cers.
Ilton pla yed hun ches a nd took wild
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cha nces.
Although his lon e-wolf tacti cs
may ha ve co ntributed a minimum to knowledge of the anci ent world, he did find important a rtifac ts and not just by hook or
crook. H e was well-trained. Languages,
ancient a nd mod ern , were at his command .
Knowledge of Ara bic, th e la ngua ge as well
as the mentality, gave him fri ends throu ghout Pales tin e, figured la rge in almost every
on e of his mrajor finds, and saved his life
more than once. H e ha d the ram opportunity of lea rning his craft und er the personal
tutelage of the d ea n of modern Biblical
archaeology, Sir F linders Petri e.
Ilton 's book is rea ll y a slice of autobiograph y with archaeology thrown in. The
episodes of his treasure hunts are well-told,
but not always ex pla in ed . After all, in th e
land of the ·whi rling d ervish a nd a rea l
d evil, th ere are same things th at defy explanation, e.g., the mumm y that sat up,
twenti eth ce ntury oracles coming tru e, th e
visitation of Enoch , a nd a gro up of in cid ents related under the chapter hea ding
"The Luck Factor."
Some genuine firsts whi ch Ilton did unea rth: the golden locust, imbedd ed in a
Canaa nite altar, th e first ta ngible evid er.ce
of insect-worship in a cu ltu re wh ere angry
hungry locusts did exercise the d estru ctive
wra th of God; a stone sculpture of Sa lom e;
a nd exqu isi te glass table ware from a first
century A.D. house on the squaro of the
viHage of Cana, stored in a special chest m
a special vault (relics of th e w\· dding at
Cana?).
Parrot, b y con trast, is the scienti st. H e
directed th e ex tra ordina ry expedition at
M a ri on the middle Euphrates during the
Thirties, where for the first tim e non-Biblica l sources brightly illumina ted th e cu ltura l
mi lieu of the quasi pre-history of the Old
T es tament patri a rcha l period .
Parrot is
also Curator-in-Chief o£ th e Fren ch Na tional Museums a nd Professor at th e Ecole
du Louvre. His two slim volumes on BabyJon and Samaria constitute numbers 7 and
8 of his welk1ocumented a nd em inently
readable series, Studies in Biblica l Archaeolog y. The y weave th e pertinent Biblical
materi a l with the extant archaeologi ca l
data into stories less person a l th a n !!ton's,
but still exciting.
In the Samaria study he tells the history
of the city from its fo undin g as capital of
the North ern Kingdom a fter th e d e-a th of
Solomon to the Christian era. H e records
the fate of the city under the Assyrians
and Bab ylonians and m the H ellenistic
and Rom a n periods and examines th e tradition th a t Samaria is the burial pl ace of
John th e Baptist.
In th e Babylon book we learn th a t

nothing remains ·today except th e ruins .
Th e Baghd ad railroad runs only a few
fee t from the mound which local bedouin
call "Babil."
A weathered wood en sign
carries this inscription in English a nd Arabic, the only writtc·n memento to the once
greatest ci ty in th e world: " Bab ylon Halt.
Trai ns stop here to pick up passe ngers."
Of course, most often there a re no passengers, so th e train goes on and only its
whistling breaks th e silence..
P arrot opens with the story of excavations a t Babylon, d escribing th e palaces
and tem ples, the ci tad els and waHs, the
remnants of the ha nging gardens a nd th<'
tower of Babel whi ch we.re found there.
Th e second section gives a n account of th e
history and civilization of this mighty empire as reveal ed by a rch aeologi ca l sources
and rela tes it to what th e Old T estament
tells us about th\' relations betwee n Babylon
and th e J ewish people.
Popula r interest in Biblical archaeology
sky-rocke ted with the di scovery of th e D ead
Sea Scrolls a d ecad e ago. The documents
from N ag Hammadi in Egypt (e.g., the
Gospel of Thom as) may kee p th e common
inte rest alive yet for a whil e. For serious
cam p-foll owers Ilton 's a nd Pa rrot's works
are nourishin g fare.
Besid es, they arc
fun.
EDW A RD

H.
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GENERAL
THE HENRY MILLER READER

Edited, with a n Introduction, by L a wrence Durrell ( New Direc tion s, $6.50)
An editor asse mbling a H enry Mill er
an thology has to work unde r two form idable ha ndi ca ps: ce nsorship is one; the nature of the materia·ls is another. Selections
in this R ea d e,· from banned works, Miller
notes in his own Pre-face, are " innocuous";
and though one ma y feel that there is an
a dva nta ge in being able to peruse so consciously obscene a n author without th e
thund er of wh a t is not innocuous, representa tion of his wo~k thereby is se.riousl,·
distorted . Secondl y, a writer whose sensibility avidly succumbs to sense impressions
a nd to th e fra gmenta tions of experience,
whose prose is often a matching riot of deta ils and is, b y his own assertion, vegeta l
a nd quotidi a n, does not come off well in
S\'lected bits a nd pi eces. To th ese disad vantages Mr. Durrell adds a few errors
in tas tl'. H e includes, for example, from
Plexus th e story "Goldilocks," the qu ality
of whi ch ca n be discerned in the followin g
quotatio~.
The three bears arc a polar, a
gri zzly, and a T ed d y bear; "the polar bear
THE CRESSET
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was absolutly hare, with long white fur
which reached to tht1 ground." The three
bears roast Goldilocks over a hot fire , for
the "grizzly bear had a strong fa ther complex.
He didn' t li,ke the flesh of little
girls unless well done." ·If fatuous seems
to fit .this selection, jejune describes "Automotive Passacaglia" from The Air-Conditioned Nightmare . In the latter, Miller
pushes hard upon the reader the ins and
outs of having an old car fix ed in Albuquerque. It is all very tedious. Miller might
have learned a useful lesson in how to
deride ·t h e mechanical culture from the
surrealistic satire of Thurber's "Sex ex
M achina ."
In spite of these blemishes what does
emerge in th e various divisions of the book,
to Mr. Durrell's credit, is the sustained
impression of Hc,nry Miller as a moralist.
H e is not, of course, a moralist in everyone's sense of th e word. Those who are
dismayed by four-l etter words will not persevere far even in the,se com paratively harmless pages. Nor will Miller strike a nyone
ultim a tely as a new Epictetus or Lu cretiu s.
H e is not expert in erecting ca tr,gories an d
systems or in marshalling a rigorous argu ment. But inasmuch as he has certain ambitions to refl ect in a semi-philosophical
way upon his wid e experience, some of hi s
writings begin to rosemble, if one can think
in suc h terms, those of a romantic, subjective, psychologcially read philosophe. For
one thing, he has the philoso ph e's international range. The Miller Odyssey, the
voyagings from a nd to America, produces
brilliantly e,vocative, impressionisti c sketches
through which runs a spiral of self-realization:
he recreates his childhood sense
of completeness in the seamy, circumscribed
world of th e 14th Ward in Brooklyn; he
richly conveys the subdued kale,idoscope of
the Parisian suburbs; with exquisite restraint he records th e climactic emotional
ex perience of his visit to Epidaurus. Also,
like th e philosophe he compa res cu ltures.
Americans, as he remembers them at one
point, suffer from "malnutrition of soul";
the terrible thing about America is that if
you go und er, "you reach quicksand."
Further, he is conscious of history and bitter over th e aridity of hi s own epoch. The
frescoes in the palace of -the Popes at Avignon reveal a vit·al medieval life, "a large,
Catholic life, with intense blues and luminous greens, th e life of si n and grace a nd
repentance, a life of hi gh yellows and golden browns, of win es tai ned robes and salm oncolored streams."
These interests reveal Miller to have
enough in common with the philosophe to
make ce11~ai n differences between them in
rhetoric and insight obtrude. Against the
delicate renderings of historical periods
must often be bala nced such a gaucherie
as the following : "The history of the world
is the history of th e privileged few. Even
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in ilts grandeur it stinks." The man of the
Enlighte·nment, further, aimed to acquire
through experience and the classical tm.ining of his mind a large perspective which
he considered a universal c ultural trait.
Miller in some ways seems never to have
left -Brooklyn.
H e is always searching
throU'gh the avenues of ·Europe for the
small, m ysterious New York street that
awoke m his mind romantic childhood
fan cie·s. H e creates the suspicion tha t behind th e ·life of the Villa .Seurat lie childhood tales of illicit adventures filtering
down from older adolescents. H e inevita bly invites comparison with Henry J ames,
especially in the "Stories" which have a
European setti ng. Th e Subject <l'f "Max"
is a neuroti c J ew whom Miller makes
first, with lavish sentiment, into the Wand eri ng Jew and then into a symbol of world
evils. Toward the end of the selection,
in answe r to Max's query about his own
sanity, the speaker, i.e ., Miller, answers,
'\J esus, Max, all I can tell you is that th ~
whole world 's going mad.
You ' re mad,
I'm mad, everybody's mad.
Th e whole
world's busting with pus and sorrow."
Neither perception no di ction dil a te h ere
obvio usly into a J amesia n subtlety but rise
rat h ~ r in to bombast.
Europeaniza tion for
J ames is clairvoyance and ethical refinement; w hereas living abroad for Miller
seems to mean , not totally, but often, simply
living abroad.
In th e case of so uneven a writer, the
reader does a lot of si[ting; and what remams finally in th e sieve is the literary
essays. Not tha t there is not a minimal
amount of chaff here also. Thomas M a nn
is an "inspired jackass."
Sha kespeare is
h andled in a cavalier a nd imperce ptive way
in compa risons with Proust. But the criticism is well cen tered in a moral view of
the crea ti ve process. The a rtist's activity
is lik ened to that of the Primal Spirit and
is held to be therapeutic: unl ess the artist
"can make the gestu re of surrender, unless
he can let go the iron will whi ch is m erely
a n expression of his negation of life, he will
never get back to th e center a nd find his
true being."
This act, which ca n be
thought of as conve,rsion in a spiritual sense,
bestows a fourth-dimensional view, the m etaph ysical relationship being expressed in
the figure of the man perpetually enclosed
in the whale. What Miller inte.nds in th ese
descriptions is what is either stated or implied in Coleridge's elaborations on the
second and fourth specific symptoms of
poetic power.
In his account of the
Diaries of Anais Nin, on whom he bestows
both moral and cri ti cal approbation, Mille.r
observes her descent to the bottom of con·
sciousness, notes in the returning ph·ase of
the psychological dialecti c, the birth of
laughter as objectivity, expresses the individuated feminine quality of the writing:
"In this ex traordin ary uni cellular la ngu age

of the female we h ave a blinding, gemlike consciousness whio<:h disp erses the ego
like star dust." The moral basis of judgment is even more pronounced in a second
essay in extend ed comments on J oyce a nd
Proust, who are conceded t echnical brilliance but are condemned for their negation
of life, their suicidal surrender being the
more distasteful in that it stems from creative sources. Both writers move abou t in
dead or d ying worlds, petrified forests of
the sep·arated intellect. Yet there is this
difference: "Proust's world is still a world
of nature, of monstrous yet live fauna and
flora. With J 'oyce we enter the inorganic
world - the kingdom of min erals, of fossil and ruin, of de.ad dodos . The difference
in technique is more than remarkable - it
is significant of a wholly new order of
sensation."
In the exacting analyses of
these essays, Miller shows himself possessed
of a rare critical discernme,!'lt and an exceptional skill in the invention of a critical
m etaphor. Th e rather small quantity of
such pieces in the anthology suggests that
he h'as teo much neglected his greatest
talent.
ROBERT FROST: THE TRIAL BY EXISTENCE

By Elizabeth Shepley Sergea nt
Rinehart and Winston, $6 .00 )

( Holt,

Everyone understands that ad-men are
paid to write encomiums and that it is
ordinarily gra tuitous if what they write
bears much resemblance to the truth. Occasionally, however, a comment on the
dust jacke·t of a book is so inaccurate as to
go •a ga inst the grain. Such is the case here.
In R obert Frost , Miss Sergeant, it is
claimed, "has made brilliant use of biog raph ical material, much of it new." Th1'
plain fact is that Miss Sergeant has assembled a remarkable amount of biographical
matc.rial, some of it undocumented, but
she h as made very little usc of the material
indeed. She has not written a biograph y
so mu ch as a 451-page commonplace book
of Frost and Frostiana. Ten pages taken
a t random will illustrate the point. Pages
167 to 177 contain, apart from Miss Sergeant's own text of 160 lines, the following:
excerpts from eight letters written by and
to Frost and excerpts from two others ;
quotations from one poem by Frost and the
complete text of another; the dedication of
.Mountain Laurel; four quotations from
conversation; and comments taken from
three critical reviews. So the copying out
of passages goes throughout the book.
Quotation is not only excessive but sometim es illogical.
Is it necessary, for example, to reproduce on page 162 the seventeen-line first stanza of "A Hillside Thaw"
to illustrate that no symbol appears in the
realistic observation of water and, incidentally, that use of "aglitter" and "twitter" in lines 14 and 16 res ults from Frost's
unconventional inte-rest in words? Or is
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it necessary to reproduce on pages 116 and
11 7 the first thirteen lines of so familiar a
poem as " Birches" to f'Ollow in the text
nothing more than the fact that the poem
was composed in England in 1914 out of
Frost's sharpened reminiscence?
Copious quotations, the jacket blurb
claims further, together with Miss Sergeant's "incisive" comments compose a
new critical anthology. Even if it is possible to think of a biographical a nthology
or an anthological biography, th e best criticism in the book remains that which is
taken from •E dward Garnett, William D ea n
Miss
Howells, Ezra Pound, and others.
Sergea nt's criticism runs ·typically to rather
vague speculations as in the following passage on Frost's fondness for the metaphor
of a web: " Perhaps the web as Frost 'Uses
it is symbolically the w eb of life itself. All
the poems in which it is found seem to
have something d eeply fate ful about them."
Finally, with referen{;e to general claims
for Miss Sergeant as a biographer and at
the risk of violatin3 some unwritten code
which says that lady's sins should not be
reviewed in public, th e minor annoyance
that grates most is I fiss Sergeant's habit of
tal·king about " R ob" or "Rob Frost."
Granted his friends may call him that, but
in a formal biography the effect is a little
like wh a t mig ht be imagined had Boswell
refr.rred to his subject as " Sam ."
On the credit side, it can be said th a t
if one has patience to read and sort th e
material, he can consid erably enlarge hi s
knowledge of Frost, certainly of his dom estic -life. Th e> family finan ces, the famil y illnesses, the family moves both in England and N ew England and elsewh ere, the
family fri endships are all set down here
and a re not without their use in feeling
the slow growth of Frost's mind into tha t
of a major poe·!. And often an a necdote
falls oceans d ee per than •Miss Ser·geant's
com mentary. Oscar Williams, for example,
recalls that he was pinned down in Frost's
cabin ·by Gillieo, a dog wh'O accompanied
the poet in his walks through the meadows
a nd mountain slopes in the vicinity of his
farm. Frost called ·t he dog off not with
a word but a sound. "I found th a t Frost
had some special faculty with animals believe me, he speaks dog." Frost at the
age of fity expresseod to Miss Shepherd his
aim of "undrossing himself," i.e., purifi ying
his quality. Or there is the pith of the
poet's remarks to his students: " This is a
class in seeing how long I can keep from
reading what you write. Keep things till
you have an accumulation and make a
choice."
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY:
ITS NATURE AND CONTROL

By Sophia M . Robinson

(H enry Holt,

$6.75 )
This volume obviously is a college text
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for an undergraduate course in juvenile
delinquen cy.
It has a textbook format,
and the material includes every aspect of
the d elinquency problem .
The author,
trained both in sociology and social W'Ork,
has "m•o re tha n 30 years' experience as a
tea her, researcher, government consultant,
and director of an institution for d elinquent
chi•l dren. " She discusses available facts and
theories of delinquency with timely illustrations providing the student with clearer
insight into all phases of this social problem .
The thi.rty chapters of this book are divid ed into six parts " Wha t is D elinqu ency and Who are the D elinquents,"
" Theories of Cause," " Primary Legal Agencies for D ealing with D elinquents," "Institutions for Delinquents," " Programs for
Pre\~-' nting
D elinquency," and "Conclusion."
Part One discusses difficuHties of delinqu ency de finition and statistics. The author
points out tha t the Central .R egister would
be a valuable d evice for better statistics
and research.
Juvenile d elinquency in
foreign countries, omitted in other such
textbo.:>ks, is briefl y prese nted without giving any accurate insight into thei r youth
problems.
P art Two provides the studen t with the
historical d evelopm ent of -research in d elinquency. Classical, clinical, psychological,
anthropological, and sociological approaches
are examined and analyzed. For vari'Ous
reasons th ese theories have not adequately
explained d ~ linqu e nt behavior. The author
emphasizes need for continu ed research in
na tural settings, giving consideration to the
intc·raction of fa ctors within the individual,
family, cultural, a nd physical environment.
P art Three is concerned with the role of
police, co urts, prob ation, and the youth
correction authority in d ealing with d elinque ncy. Of special interest is the chapter entitled " The Juven ile Court in Action," where:n the author discusses a study
of 219 court sessions presi ded over by fiftee n judges in a la rge juvenile co urt. They
presumabl y had the nece.ssary legal and
personal qualifications including a n interest
in children; however, "no two judges apparen tol y conce ived of their role in exactly
the same way." !his study concluded tha t
th eso fifte en judges could be generally
classified into one of five role categories,
namely, pa rent, counselor, lawyer, chancellor, or antagonist. Their varying a ttitudes
towa rd lawyers, probation officers, social
workers, and the police were also observe d. The a uthor warns th at their interpretati on of their role may not be typical and recommends similar studies be condu cted in other juvenile courts.
P a rticula rly informative are the chapters emphasizing the importance of clinic
services to the court and the "obstacles to
effective psyc hiatric work with delin-

quents." Listoo also are ma,ny worthwhile
reCommendations for improving the juvenile court and probation services made by
judges and others close to the problem.
In Part Four this b:)ok deals with de tention and training school problems. Here
the> author points out that in many communities children are still held in jails, and
frequ ently detention facilities are used inappropriately by the police, probation officers, and the courts. Although the philowphy of treating social deviants in institutions has shifted from punishmC'·::tt to
r!'habilitation many· have not reached this
all-important goal.
The chapter entitled "A State-Supported
Institution" d epicts the intoler<11ble and
in exc usable conditions ex isting in an actual institution f·or juveniles and known
also in othc·r training sch ools. The next
chapter, entitled "Treatment-Oriented Centers for D elinquents," -reviews the "program of nine residential treatment centers
dedi cated to specialized care of d elinquent
children."
Total delinquency prevention includes
( 1) forestalling d e·linquent activity and
(2 ) helping d elinquents from .getting into
fur ther trouble with the ·law.
In P art
Five the au thor discusses the positive a nd
negative factors of four maj or approaches
to d elinquency preve ntion, namely ( 1)
programs of repression and punishment,
i.e., ·Curfew regula tions, fini r.g parents of
d elinquents, etc.; (2) development of community organization programs such as coordinating councils a nd the area projects;
( 3) spcocial programs focus:!d on individu al
needs of all children, including preventive
programs in the schools and special services
for hard-core families ; a nd ( 4) community
efforts concentra ting on the gang problems:
No one approach will enti rely eliminate
d elinquency. The problem calls for an integrated approach.
D elinqu ency prevention is the responsibility of society, and
each community must use what eveor measures a nd programs are necessary to effectively reduce delinquency.
Part Six consists of one chapter entitled.
"The Road Ahead. "
It conclude.s that
our prese nt knowledge of the nature of
d elinqu ency is limited and that our devices for treating and preventing it are
ineffe ctive. The a uthor recommends th e
following five proposals :
1. To redefine d elinquency.
2. To assign a d efinite appropriate role to
each institution responsible for th e control and prevention of delinque>ncy.
3. To use a nd implement those theories
and treatment processes which show
promise of reducing delinquency.
4. To provide professional staff and adequate. treatment agencies to deal with
the d elinquency problem.
5. To continue intensive intelligent research.
THE CRESSET

Unfortunately the author makes no reference to Block and Flynn's Delinquency:
The Juvenile Offender in America Today,
which this reviewer considers an outstanding contribution to this field.
Likewise
there is no bibliography, which is important in a textbook.
ANTHONY

S.

KUHARICH

THE ART OF RUTH DRAPER:
HER DRAMAS AND CHARACTERS

With a memoir by Morton Dauwen Zabel

(Doubleday, $4.95)
Ruth Draper is acknowledged to have
bee n an actress of treme-ndous artistic stature.. Yet her fame is not du e to performing the great roles of dramatic litera ture.
Monologuist, impersonator, "solo performer," and "one woman theatre" are a few
of the appellations applied to Miss Draper,
but "character actress" is the title she preferred .

The Art of Ruth Draper implies that
a critical or historical analysis of this acknowledged theatre artist's particular contribution to the contemporary scene has
been placed betwcc•n the two covers of a
book.
The ephemeral nature of a performer's art makes any literary account
of this art a difficult und ertaking at b est.
The hazards become multiplied whr-n the
material substance of the artistic product
belies its true nature, much as a seed reveals little of the potential plant or flower. When an individual has e-xperienced
the fruition of the seed, th en, perhaps, he
can via the imagination experience
the end product b y merely examining th e
so::d itself. Applying this analogy to the
book and person under consideration, one's
attention is directed to the second half of
The Art of Ruth Draper, the section which
contains the scripts of her thirty-five performed monologues. H ere is the raw material, the "stuff of life," from which Miss
Draper's characters emerged on the stage as
full-bodied individuals, each endowed with
a physical and psycholcgical being which
made them appe.ar three dimensional rather
than merely flat caricatures. If one has
seen Miss Draper "in action," th en the
memory of her performance will stimulate
the imagination to give at leas t a modicum of life to thc.se characters. For those
who have not had the pleasure of seeing
Miss Draper on the stage or television, it
IS
questionable whether the monologues
will be of much intere·st. Of course, if
one has a particularly active, theatri ca lly
oriented imagination, th ese scripts may
provide a few moments of stimulating mental action.
Morton Dauwen Zabel, professor of English at the University of Chicago, has provided a biographical memoir of Ruth
Drape.r as an introductory section to the
character dramas.
The color.ful lives of
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many actors and actresses have made fascinating reading for those who enjoy "glamour
and unconventional escapades at
the safe distance afforded by books. Miss
Draper's life, howeve.r, does not contain
the necessary ingredients to satisfy palates
used to the spicy fare offered in t:..~e "true
story as told to . . " type of public confession, at least Itor as reve-aled by the
writing of Mr. Zabel. Miss Draper's letters and journals were investigated with
metioulous care and set forth in a scholarly manner. One cannot help admiring the
lucidity and preciSion with which the
author has organize.d his material and appendices. On the other hand, one cannot
help regretting that more warmth of personality which radiated from the stage and
which her friends experienced could not
be captu red and transmitted to readers.
The Art of Ruth Draper: Her Dramas
and Her Characters, is a thoughtful and
well-organized tribute to this unique American actress. Her fame, truly world-wide,
is probably more securely and brightly
e tched in the memories of generations of
theatregoers than it is betwee n the coven
of a book.
THE FUTURE IS OURS, COMRADE

By lJoseph Novak (Doubleday, $3.95)

If you want to do some disquieting read ing that is not heavy, this may be the book
for you.
The a uthor, using the
Novak, is from one of the
lite .countries and tells
had with citizens of the
extended tra:vels th :: re.

pe·n-name Joseph
Communist satelconversations he
Soviet Union on

He unqu c·:;tionably gained insights and
had frank conversations that the American
visitor to the Soviet Union could not get.
The introduction to the book is written by
Irving R. L evine, former NB.C correspondent in Moscow, who regards the book as
extremely valuable for that reason.
On a book like this, there is always the
question whether the whole thing is the
product of the author's imagination.
In
this case there are many details which
match facts which th e non-visitor could
hardly know. Whethe·r all of th e conversations are valid the reader can only guess.
Even if all of them are, there is the danger
in this kind of book that you ·g eneralize on
the basis of a few published conversations.
But d e-spite the qualifications you must
make about any book as subj ec tive as this
one, there are valuable insights into the
Communist party's penetration in depth into all of the life of a citizen of the Soviet
Union.
There are also valuable insights
into th eir goals and spirit. It is easy for
a U.S. citizen, reading only our newspapers and magazines, to get a warped
picture. This book helps provide a needed
bala.nce, pointing out both the evils of

their system and some good points and its
power.
The reader of this book wi ll not be able
to take the Soviet challenge lightly. It is
a timely warning to people ·w ho oversimplify, who are asleep, or who are puzzled - and most of us fall in one of those
three categories.
THE POWERS OF POETRY

By Gilbert Highet
Press, $6.00)

(Oxford University

Gilbert Highet's finest virtue as a critic
is that he can be understood. He uses the
layman's language, not the critic's.
If
his excursions into poetry usually lack great
depth and de·velopment, he attracts an audience not yet ready for involved eocpo~ition
or literary specialization.
Fortunately for that audience he has a
broad and positive approach to poets and
their work. The thirty-nine essays in "The
Powers of Poetry" d e-al with poetry from
Horace to Dylan Thomas. Many of these
Shakesessays arc about specific poets:
peare, Pope, Byron, Housman, Yeats, J effers, T. S. E•l iot, and others. At a time
when one supposes a ll the facts and fancies
psychological, biographical,
textual
(even sexual) have been picked from
the Romantic poets, Mr. Highet can give
his read ers new insights into Byron, Shelley, and K eats. At a time when flaws are
being sought and found in the Eliot idol,
Mr. Highet nevertheless appreciates Mr.
Eliot's personality and such poems as
"Coriolan" and "The Waste Land."
Then there is Robinson Jeffers, a great
poet despite recent diatribes against him
by North Beach reviewers.
Jeffers, the
lonely pessimist (Mr. Highet classifies him
as a romantic), is fundamentally Heraclitean , like the French poet Rene Char.
Both Char and J effers are perhaps the
most modern poets living, in the sense that
they have come to terms with the modern
world and have a margin of prophecy.
(Jeffers' "Summe•r Holiday," quoted by
Mr. Highet, is an excellent example of
this prophetic quality.)
Mr. Highet discusses (but doesn't "explicate") many specific poems too - lyric,
epic, elegiac, and dramatic. He traces a
drinking song from Anacreon to Shelley
and thereby increases our appreciation of
SheHey.
He revives a little-known verse
by Louis MacNe.ice. He discusses J apanese
haiku, poems on insects, and the nearly
forgotten "Lays of Ancient R ome."
He
is equally interesting whether his subject
is Ovid or Lucan or Wordsworth or Cummings.
Other chapters concern techniques (melody, rhythm, and obscurity in poetry) and
values ("What use is poetry?").
Here
Mr. Highet's approach is almost naive and
perhaps oversimplified. But altogether he
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stresses appreciation; he picks quarrels with
no one.
Beca uso of its wid e range and its lucid,
entertaining style, "The Powers of Poetry"
is one of the best prose works available
for students (young and old) who are just
getting interested in the mystcriN of the
poet's craft.
CHARLES

GUENTH ER

RIDE A RHINO

By Michaela Denis (Doubleday, $3.95)
Michaela Denis relates a se ries of adven··
tures which take place in Africa wh e-n she
and her husband, Armand, were there recently taking pictures for television. The
215-page book also includes man y photographs taken b y the Denises.
"•M y he·art is in Africa" is a statement
made by Mrs. D enis on the first page of
the book and one feels that it is still true
after many exciting and dangerous adventures with all types of animals, even scorpions, and many kinds of people, in cluding
Mau Maus.
Unlike most wom e-n, when Mrs. D enis
discovered a beautifully colored nocturnal
mouse in the cupboard c:f her new house
a t Langata near Nair:>bi, she fed and
cherish ed .it.
Many o.f the stories are related about
things the D enises saw and did while on
safari. One was the description of a pride
of lions with the yo ung cubs playi ng and a
lioness watching over th em . The hind leg
of one of the cubs was swollen and there
was a cut clearly visible in the paw. They
tried to rescue the cub so as to treat the
paw, but after a narrow escape they were
forc ed to leave the cub to the care of its
mother.
Customs and crafts of some of the people
are described . The women in the tribes
were usually very fri endly a nd cooperative and showed how thoy made their
wove n water carri ers and gourd-shaped
vessels which were decorated with cowrie
shells. These were part of a bride's hopt'
che6 t.
The women also explain ed how
they kept the camel's milk fresh by placing a p:ece of smould ering wood in the
vessel before putting th e milk in it.
Although Mi cha ela D enis never actually
told the story of riding a rhino, th e many
other tal es hold the re-ader's interest, and
are told with an understa nding, ye t many
times humorous, manner.
"When you groom a baboon, you do
not look for fleas, but for small fla kes of
skin which contain salt. Grooming makes
all monkeys ocstati c, and when baboons
groom each other it is a sign of trust and
friendship also courtship.
" . .. .. . .... .. We wPre friends.
"I hadn ' t gone a stop away from th e
cage when Mawingo's arm shot out through
the bars and she grabbed my hair. The
shook mad e me wince, but it was no time
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for panic, and I stood quite still while
she groomed my hair enthusiastically. Becoming more and more affectionate she
pulled me right agai nst th e cage, jerking
m y head and neck into a thoroughly uncomfortabl e position."
This is only one sample of the type of
adventure you have in store for you when
you read this book.
HELEN

M.

OLSON

AFRICA IS ADVENTURE

By Attilio Gatti (Julian M essnc.r, $4.50)
The book · lives up to its title. After a
rather detailed account of the types and
variety of equipment and personnel needed
for an c.xpedition , and of the difficult, often
discouraging task of finding a sponsor for
a safari, Commander Gatti relates many
exciting adventures encountered in his latest
trip to photograph animals at close range
in their natural habitat. There are photographs in the bo:>k that substantiate someof the stories, and one eagerly · searches for
illustrations of each separa te adventure.
One of the most unusual and fascinating episodes was that of " tho trial by fire ."
"M wadana makes the suspects repeat, one
by one, more or less the same 'most sacred
oath. ' They are all good Moslems. And,
once he has wrongly invoked Allah, the
guilty one knows in advance that he is
in for troubl e," (says Gatti.) He continues,
"But there is m ore. Mwadana, the hereditary Witch Doctor of Fire, has been handeJ
down by his father, his grandfathe.r, and
so on, not only his profession, but also the
secret of the daJ.Ua, or magic medi cine. It' s
a sort of poultice made of special herbs.
At the beginning of the ceremony,
Mwadana spreads some of this dawa on the
palm of his left hand. Then he takes a
huge iron spike, which the fire steadily kept
going by his assistant has brought to incandescence, and he presses it three timc•3,
hard, against his left palm which remains unhurt. Of course, this is a bit of
miss en sce ne, just to prove to the suspect>
that the guilty will be discovered, while the
innocent have nothing to fear."
This procedure was used to find the
"boy" guilty of stealing four cartridges and
was fu.lly "covered" wi th photographers and
sound track.
Many thrilling and unusual encounters
with lions, zebra, giraffes, Cape Buffalo,
hippos and eve-n ·rhinos are related . The
m en took man y chances to obtain closeup "shots" of the animals.
Gatti and a few of his men spent quite
a bit of time with the Masai tribe attempting to get pictures of a single-handed combat with a lion. This tribe live6 on blood,
milk, and quantities of fermented honeybeer.
Some were seen drinking blood
through a reed . straight out of the jugular
of a living bullock.

The story moves along smoothly and the
many adventures. are lived vicariously, making the book hard to put down until the
last page.
HELEN M . OLSO N

FICTION
TRASK

By Don •Berry (Viking, $4.95)
Men who are strongly individual have
had to find the.i r own way. Their
search has been fiction subj ect-matter set
in the farthest back-reaches of recorded
and unrecorded history and projected into
the future beyond even tomorrow' s future.
Don Be rry, 27-year old novelist, sets his
hero in the Oregon of the la:te 1840's.
As a -tale of a man's search for self,
vision, place, destin y, call it what you will,
Trask ranges from m ediocre to interesting.
As an illuminating record of the life of that
time and place it is sa tisfying to excellent.
As a suspeme story it is breath-takingly
superb, and but for one disturbing facet , it
displays high technical competency.
The hero is Trask, Elbridge Trask, a man
of the mountains. Trask is hard, lean, and
tall, in the best tradition of mountain
men. He walks and counsels with both
white and Indian, has seen mu ch and has
felt much. He represents not the "settler"
characterized by most westward movers,
but the true settler forever moving forward
and opening new areas.
His very nature is the movement tha t is
vehicle to his search, a search that is not
readily dt'fined either by Trask or the
author. The journey is the result of a
nameless need to do something, to go somewhere with the vague hope th-at the doing
or the going will provide fulfil·lment.
This journey is no easy one, a trip south
along the fri ghtening Oregon coast -to Murder's H arbor. It is a trip into danger danger from the half-known, half-imagined
trail, danger from the elements, danger
from an aloof and isolated Indian tribe
whose one encounter with whites gave Murder's Harbor its name, and danger from
the unknown and unexpec•ted which always
parallels the direction of such an expedition.
The essence of Trask stands out •i n bold
relief when an advance-man declines to
risk his corporation's funds on the questgamble on which Trask has staked his life.
It is unfortunate that the technic,Y flaw
appears so early in the book. Despite repeated warnings and his own knowledge of
the peril-s involved, Trask persists in his
travel intentions. But there is no reason,
no necessity, no urgency for it, and without
sufficient motivation, the restless Trask is
pruned intellectually to the height of men
who climb mountains "just because they
are th ere."
a~lways
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Once having stumbled over this hurdle,
the book continuously grows in stature.
J,t presents a notable picture of the Indian ways of life.
The inclusion of a
good many, perhaps too many, Indian
words and phrases is apt to slow readers
d-own, but the details of tribal politics and
Indian "Oregona" compensate for this.
Some few might also be disturbed by Elbridge Trask's application of obviously 20thcentury sociology and psychology to his
19th-century frontier world. Each instance
of this is initiated without need and completed without consequence.
Trask as a suspensful adventure story is

Trask at its best. The author shows remarkable restraint in holding to a beautifully structured excitement and resisting a
head-long dash to the end. Deftly adding
bit by bit and piece> by piece, Mr. Berry
builds a mounting ur-g ency whose consistency bountifu'lly justifies a crashing climax.

G. L.

PENK

LOVE A ND LI KE

By Herbe·rt Gold (Dial, $3 .95)
Mr. Gold has given us a collection of
short stories which have something to say
about love parental, filial, romantic,
adolescent, adulterous.
In addition, he
presents an interesting glimpse into the
how and why of each tale.
The author uses a sharp pen in defining
characters and drawing settings. The stories of the relationship between father and
son are of particular note. Other stories
de>al with the bored husband, the philandering wife, the tortured marriage of misunderstanding. The themes are old but,
fortunately for the reader, Mr. Gold manipulates not only the characters, but also the
English language, with exciting skill.
Of spt,::.ial interest are these two quotations from th e "Postface: An Aftermath
About These Stories":
These stories all aim to be true and full
of joy, or tru e and full of sorrow,
which amount to the same thing for
the storyteller, though very different
to him as a man before the story is
written.
First he is concerned wjth
his personal joys and sorrows; then he
hopes to teH a public story, fre ely
guessing, playing, lying, until that best
reader of whom he dreams cries out,
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'Stop! Now I see what you see!'
. .. the writing of any story unleashes
personal ene•rgies and passions upon
fantastical events. Here is another application to Marianne Moore's famous
line about the job of poetry to
depict 're·:J.l toads in imaginary gardens. '
Some-t imes the reader finds
th e warts on the toad - and the jewel
in its foreh ead - so vivid that he forgets that the garden does not exist.
And often, of course, writers are like
readers.
Mr. Gold will indeed raise a few real
toads, complete with warts and j ewels for
man y readers. Some will cry out, "Stop!
I see what you see!" On the other hand ,
sevr.ral of the stories follow too close! y
the pattern of much post-war literature the dreary recital of morbid, immoral, unchristian attitudes and events.
Here it
would seem that many will be forced to
cry out, "But is this all that you. see?" One
hopr-s that Mr. Gold will use his more than
ordinary talent to progress even farther
into th e company of those rare write rs who
undergird this res tless fiction with real hope
and dignity.
ANNE

SPRINGSTEEN

MIGUEL STREET

By V. S. Naipaul (Vanguard, $3.95)
Miguel Street is a narrow lane in Port
of Spain inhabited by an assortment of
nationalities, but principly by Hindus, most
of whom have forgotten their native culture and customs and have become thorough Trinidadians. In this episodic novel,
Naipaul develops an interesting variety of
characters who art humorous and pathetic.
in almost equal parts.
There is Popo, a carpenter, who makes
nothing practical but spends his time working away at "the thing without a name";
Black Wordsworth, the poet, who has dedicated his life to writing an epic poem
but has managed to finish only one Ene,
"the past is deep"; Morgan, a specialist
in the manufacture of fireworks which no
one buys, but which afford the neighborhood with some accidental and terrifying,
though beautiful, pyrotechnic displays; Mr.
Titus Hoyt, a self-educated man who organized the urchins into a Latin class until
they realized he was making up the "Latin"
as he wr-nt along; and Ed does, a man great-

ly envied because of his job as driver of a
scavenger cart.
Only Uncle Bhakcu, a "mechanical
genius," whose tinkering can ruin an automobile engine in less than an hour, retains any habits from his Hindu background. He reads the Ramayana and the
parts he has memorized he sings in doleful tones.
When he fails at everything
else, he becomes a pundit.
All of these characters sp0ak a distinctive patois, an Engli~h with a Calypso
rhythm.
Mr. Naipaul, himself a Hindu
raised in Trinidad, has caught the sounds
and captured the atmosphere of that exotic
island in this amusing and unconventional
novel.
SAIL A CROOKED SHIP

By Nathaniel
$3.95)

Bcnchley

( McGraw-Hill,

When Peter Be.IJows, a young Navy
veteran, and his fiancee , Elinor, pay a
nostalgic visit to a fleet of merchant ships
tied up in the mothball fle et in the Hudson, they are shanghaied by a gang of bank
robbers who have stolen one of the ships
to use in a new crime scheme. The gang
is composed of a few criminals and an assortment of d erelicts led by a Falstaffian
type whose life of crime has been spr.ctacularly unsuccessful. His present scheme is
to rob a Boston bank and escape in the
Liberty ship. Among the members of the
crew are George, an intellectual, vicious,
and the real brains of the gang; Helmut.
the cook, whose only culinary experience
was gained in a hot dog stand; and Virginia, a brassy blond, whose friendship with
the e ngineer does not prevent her from
having designs on the hero.
When the gang discovers that Peter
knows something of navigation he is forced
into an active role, both at sea and during
th e robbery . The ship and crew survive a
hurricane, a fire at sea, and a leak in the
bow, while Peter and E linor survive a lot
of rough treatment and thwarted attempts
at escape. All ends well as the hero and
heroine, both be>tter persons for the experience, capture the gang, the money, and
the ship.
Benchley's second novel is filled with
su.pcnse and humor, an ideal combination
for light reading.
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A Minority Report
A Gratifying Year
- -- -- - -- -- - - -
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ALMOST everyone this has been a i)olitical
year par excellence.
Contrary to usual procedure, the political year started
with the primaries early in the year. By Labor Day,
the conventional beginning of political activity, the
campaigns and campaigners were in high gear.
It is obvious now that politics has become a yeararound job.
More so than in past years, even the a-political person who likes Hamm's and the White Sox has been
made painfully aware of the constant television appearances of political campaigners. As a matter of
fact, even the stubborn anti-political fellow has been
forced to share whatever he talks about with political
conversation.
If people such as these have not been made aware
in some fashion, they are dead! Breathes there a man
with soul so dead? Or: how dead can you get yet?
Where would the disinterested person go?
To
Cuba? To Russia? To the Congo? To Formosa?
Why, even persons in high places visit small islands
and Kennedy and Nixon have been carrying the political gospel to the uttermost parts of the earth. In red
kitchens and on fabulous yachts even yet.
Will all this intensive and extensive activity get to
the apathetic and the hostile? Well - never underestimate the capacity of the dead to stay dead!
For me personally and particularly, if you permit
such an indulgence, this has been a gratifying political
year because of the student activity all around me.
With pardonable pride, this columnist is now bragging
that the political gospel is being preached and the
political mission fields are being worked by some extraordinary students of Valparaiso University. At this
very moment, students of our university are managing
political campaigns, writing speeches and press releases, carrying on political research for candidates
and parties, handing out literature, ringing doorbells,
and what not.
Many people are amazed when you tell them that
that student is a philosophy major, that that student
is interested in philosophy, that one in drama and
literature that one in sociology, that one in chemistry,
and so on.
They are eggheads, to be sure, but they will not be
broken easily. They are gay, bright, enthusiastic, and
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hard-working. Nonetheless, in the tradition of Kennedy and Nixon, they are beginning to take a serious,
professional, and "hard-nosed" attitude toward the
business of political activity. Along with the evidences
of the recent nominating conventions, these youngsters
are eloquent testimony to the fact that politics is
changing. The Old Guard please take note. The
days of the Goldwaters, the Jeaners, the Lyndon John
sons, and the Harry Trumans are about to be laid away
for the embalming processes of history.
A Minority Repm·t tips its weatherbeaten hat to the
new day and the new people.
But quickly, A Minority Report tips its hat again.
this time to The Lutheran How· for its summer series
on relevant political and social issues. It was good
to hear representatives of a denomination, usually sh)
and reluctant and naive about these matters in the past,
relate the Christian Gospel of love and forgiveness to
civil and human rights, to labor, to politics, to communism, to personal freedom, and other important issues.
It was also a good and wise move to put two members
of The Cresset staff, Bertram and Strietelmeier, on that
panel of summer speakers.
This columnist is not really amazed at what was said.
He is more amazed that it was said at all from such a
public platform.
Our congratulations to Dr. Oswald Hoffmann and
The Luth emn HauL
But one thing more. Many letters have come to me
expressing concern about a possible Roman Catholic
president. This column is suggesting some facets ready
to be considered very seriously at this time: I. the
Roman Catholic question can only be studied across
a solid historical and analytical background; 2. the
matter of the Roman Catholic vote is not primarily and
exclusively a religious question; 3. it involves us in
the changing American pattern as we go from the rural
to the urban ; 4. both Nixon and Kennedy have to go
to the cities for there they find the concentration of
voting power; 5. here the Roman Catholics are strong
and numerous; 6. moreover the Roman Catholics have
worked with the Negro, the Jew, members of labor
unions, nationality groups, and all the whole host of
diverse urban people.
It is time for Protestants to put their money, their
talents, and their hearts where their mouths are!
THE CRESSET

Sights and Sounds

A Job ·well Done
--------------------------------------------------------------------8
The shouting and the tumult have died - and everyone who watched and listened knows that there was
much shouting and tumult in the quadrennial conventions staged by our two major political parties. Both
in the Los Angeles Coliseum and in the Chicago. International Amphitheatre truths, half-truths, statements
of fact, and statements which had no basis in fact were
bandied about with reckless disregard of the feelings
of friend or adversary. Throughout the proceedings
the candid eye of the television camera and the searching, unabashed questioning of experienced newsmen
caught and highlighted the weaknesses and the strengths
of our time-honored method of choosing cand idates
(or the presidency and the vice-presidency of the United
States.
What the eye of the camera caught during the telecasts that originated in the Democratic Convention
must have been disturbing to every thoughtful American who is concerned for the welfare of our nation.
Can there be any excuse - much less, justification for the discourteous behavior o( the delegates and the
alternates? By contrast, the delegates and the alternates who attended the Republican Convention were
remarkably well behaved
Only the closing session
was a bit disorderly. Lest I be accused of .Partisanship,
let me hasten to add that there were moments of inspiration and edification in both conventions. Coverage by the three major TV n etworks - and by radio was excellent. Several adverse criticisms come to mind
- the seemingly endless repetition of news items, both
important and trivial; the glib and wholly gratuitous
"interpretation" of obvious facts; and the reporters'
persistent and sometimes rather rude questioning of
prominent persons. In spite of this, however, I for
one am sincerely grateful to have had an opportunity
to see and hear the convention proceedings.
By the time these words appear in print the shouting and the tumult wiH have been resumed on a
nationwide scale as both parties embark on what promises to be the most hotly contested campaign of this
cen tury. Once again television and radio will bring
us comprehensive reports of events as they occur. I
hope that every citizen of our land will be an interested
and thoughtful spectator and listener.
B en Hur : A Tale of the Christ, by General Lew Wallace, cannot by any stretch of the imagination be classified as great literature. And yet during the eighty
years since its publication this novel has never been
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out of print. In America it has sold more copies than
any other book, excepting only the Bible. A stage
dramatization produced by Klaw and Erlanger in 1899
remained a popular favorite for more than twenty years,
and a silent·screen version filmed in · 1926 made motion·
picture history. Last November M-G-M released a magnificent new production filmed in superb technicolor
by the wide-screen process known as Camera 65.
Produced in the vast Italian Cinecitta Studios at a
cost of $ 15,000,000, B en Hw· represents a notable artistic achievement and has garnered many coveted
honors, including eleven Oscar awards, an all-time
record for any film. Apparently General Wallace's
moving story of confli ct between Christianity and a
pagan civilization has not lost its appeal, for Ben Hur
is playing at road-show prices to capacity houses in
many major American cities. Credit for the overall
excellence of the picture must go to the producer, the
late Sam Zimbalist, who died suddenly a few weeks
before the filming was completed; to William Wyler,
o ne of the most bri'lliantly gifted directors of our time:
to Karl Tunberg for a fine screen play ; to Miklos Rosza
for an appealing musical score; to Charles Hagedon
for the arresting and impressive settings; and to a
highly competent cast headed by Charlton Heston,
Stephen Boyd, and Haya Harrareet, a young Israeli
actress who makes an impressive debut in the role of the
girl Esther.
A fictional prolog has been fabricated for the simpk
and poignant Biblical account in The Sto1·y of Ruth
(20th Century·Fox, Henry Koster). It seems to me that
the immortal story of loyalty and devotion would have
been just as effective without this lurid and contrived
device.
Can there be any possible justification for The
Apartment (United Artists, William Wyler)? This is
a sordid and ugly tale of immorality, stupidity, and
greed.
Just about a year ago Can-Can (20th Century-Fox,
Walter Lang) received free worldwide publicity when
redfaced Nikita Krushchev declared that in his opinion
the preview he had seen was clearly "immoral." Now
audiences everywhere have had an opportunity to see
for themselves that the widely publicized Can-Can is
noisy, gaudy, and very dull.
Special mention must be m ade of a superb screen
adaptation of Tchaikovsky's enchanting Swan Lake,
performed by the famous Bolshoi Ballet and made in
the USSR.
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"All the trumpets sounded for him on the other side"
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
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September Leaf

I

WONDER IF anyone has ever been fully prepared
for the coming of autumn . . . Perhaps as 'little as
we are ready for the end of anything in life . . . July
and August meander along in apparent endlessness, one
bright or sullen clay after another . . . There seems to
be no change .. . The crickets grow louder, the dust
lies dreaming on the trees and bushes, the thunder
comes with every other twilight ... Only when I look
across the fence into my neighbor's yard and see the
apples turn red can I tell that summer is waning and
the time of harvest is near . . . Then, inevitably and
suddenly, there comes a morning when everything
seems changed . . . From my window I observe that
the maple has a few leaves which are brown . . .
Others are already on the ground ... The crickets chirp
in a lower key, and a new note of melancholy appears in the whistle of the train down the valley . . .
The leaves begin to fall, at first lazily and alone, but
then faster and faster as the wind rises and the travail
of change comes over the earth ... The order and logic
of inevitability are in them as they lie in their seemingly
haphazard places ... Thoreau knew what their rustlingand whispering say to us who walk through our autumn
world:
"When the leaves fall, the whole earth is a cemetery
pleasant to walk in. I love to wander and muse
over them in their graves. Here are no lying nor
vain epitaphs. What though you own no lot at
Mount Auburn? Your lot is surely cast somewhere
in this vast ceJTlJtery, which has been consecrated
from of old. You need attend no auction to secure
a place. There is room enough here. The loosestrife shall bloom and the huckleberry bird sing
over your bones. The woodman and hunter shall
be your sextons, and the children shall tread upon
the borders as much as they will."
This, then, is the season of the elegy and the mourner
. . Certainly, however, there are meaning and purpose and knowledge, year after year, in the falling of
a leaf from a dying tree . . . Once more we see the
great paradox of life and time: To live well and
greatly, our journeying through the world must be a
repeated experience of death . . . We die, as the leaf
dies, to the immaturities of childhood to be reborn for
the responsibilities of maturity . . . We die to selfishness to live for others ... We die to resentment against
life for not giving us everything we desire to the glad
28
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acceptance of its hard discipline of sorrow ... We die
to sin to live to God ... We die to the noise of time to
live for the whisper of eternity .. : Surely this is always
and forever true: If we have not learned to die, we
have not learned to live ..

•

This, here and now, on this gray September morning, I find curiously comforting . . . More than any
other generation for two thousand years we, the first·
born of the twentieth century, have succumbed to the
fatal pressure of immediacy ... We live in a world of
today's headlines, up-to-the-minute broadcasts, this
hour's problems ... Our watchwords are "here," "now,"
"today." The September leaf drifting quietly to the
earth in its good time tells the whole story of all the
names and tears of our dark age . . . They, too, shall
pass away ... Their hour is as definite as the hour of
the September leaf . . .
The lesson of the September leaf is, of course, not
complete ... It speaks of change and death, but not of
immortality . . . Slowly but surely we move from the
hollow in which the leaf rests and the graves of the great
to the high altitudes of faith .. . Nothing which I observe in spring or in autumn tells me anything about
the intimations of immortality which lie deep in the
human soul and in divine revelation . . . Between them
and human reason hangs an immovable veil . . . "Eye
hath not seen, nor ear heard." ... As far as my mind
can reach, the end comes when the curtain goes down
. . . all that begins when the curtain goes up again
lies on the other side of visibility ... Beyond the nature
of the existence which alone can be the object of scientific and reasonable knowledge there may be something in the human soul which desires deep eternity,
but this desire is no proof for it ... For that assurance
I must turn to Easter . . . The Christian faith would
have died long ago if a miracle had not daily repeated
itself - a miracle which remains just as great and in·
comprehensible as it was 1,900 years ago . . . The
miracle is that a human soul in the face of death,
loaded down with guilt which it can never make good,
finds rest and immortality in an Eternal High Priest
who loved the dying world even unto death . . . This
is the one unshakable foundation for our faith in immortality and eternity . . . The September leaf is not
homesick for the earth from which it came . . . We,
however, are, and ought to be, because the warm, silent
cradle of the grave is the open door to our home . . .
THE CRESSET

